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THE NORTHAMPTONSHIRE RECORD SOCIETY 
(FOUNDED IN 1920) 

LAMPORT HALL, NORTHAMPTON 

PRESIDENT: 

Hon. Secretary : The Marquess of Exeter, K.O. Hon. Treasurer: 

MissJoan \Vake, Hon. M.A, Oxon. , I . S A. Chairman of Council: C. E. G. Mumby, Esq., 
Lamport Hall, Northampton. The Lord Hesketh. 3 Spencer Parade, Northampton. 

AIMS AND OBJECTS. 

The objects of the Society are the furtherance of the science of history arid of historical 
literature by the publication of historical records relating to Northamptonshire, and the 
stimulation.of interest in historical studies by exhibitions, lectures, etc. 

MEMBERSHIP. 

Tim ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, which has not been raised in thirty-three years, is ONE GUINEA 
only. This entitles members to free copies of publications issued for the period in respect of 
which they have subscribed. Forms of membership may be had from the Hon. Secretary. 

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS FOR SALE. 

THE following books, pamphlets, and offprints of articles of Northamptonshire interest 
are now offered for sale at the prices quoted, plus postage. Apply, Hon. Secretary, 
Northants. Record Society, Lamport Hall, Northampton. 

Royal Archreological Institute. Report of the Summer Meeting at Northampton, 1953, 5S• 4d. 
postfree (See p. 48). . 

A New Theory of The Origins and Early Growth of Northampton, by Alderman Frank Lee, 
IS. 8d. post free (See pp. 48, 49). i' 

By R. M. Serjeantson : 
The Battle of Northampton (lg07), 6d. 
The J-{Qspital of St. Thomas, Northampton ( I gog), 6d. 
The Origin and History of the De Senlis Family, Grand Butlers of France and Earls of 

Northampton and Huntingdon (1913), IS. 

/: The Abbey of St. James, Northampton (lg06), IS. 

Some .Notes unpon the History of Northampton (I 9 12), gd. 
A Medieval Legend of St. Peter's, Northampton (lg07), 6d. 
The Court Rolls of Higham Ferrers (in three parts), 5s. the set. 
The Leper Hospitals of Northampton (1915), IS. 6d. 

By R. M. Serjeantson and H. 1. Longden : 
The Parish Churches and Religious Houses of Northamptonshire ( I 9 I 3), I 5s. 

By H. 1. Longden : . 
'Northamptonshire Wills and Administrativns (lg34), IS. (This is a very .usef~l guide to 
the subject). Northamptonshire Families. (lg30), 6d. 

By F. W. Bull : 
Recent Discoveries at Kettering (1,9°4), 6d. Short Notes as to Roihwell Priory (lg04), 6d. 
The Sawyers of Kettering (I905),.6d. 

By Mona Clyde Clinch : 
The Story of Blisworth (1939), 5s.' (This is an admirable accoun~ ofa village). 
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THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY 

On sale at the following prices to me~bers and non-members. (It is possible in some cases to supply 
. second-hand copies of out-rg:print volumes). 

Vol. I " QUARTER SESSIONS RECORDS OF THE COUNTY OF NORTHAMPTON, A.D. 1630, 1657, 
1657-8." Edited' by Joan Wake. Introdu.ction by S. A. Peyton. £1 I 0, £1 5 O. 
(Out if Print). 

Vol. II "THE BOOK OF FEES OF HENRY OF PvTCHLEY." (1086-1415). Edited by W. T. 
Mellows. £1 100,£1 176. 

Vol. III "MUSTERS, BEACONS, 'SUBSIDIES, ETC., IN THE COUNTY OF NORTHAMPTON, 1586-
1623." Edited by Joan Wake. Introduction by John E. Morris. £1 I 0, £1 5 o. 
( Out if print). ' . 

Vol. IV "FACSIMILE~ OF EARLY CHARTERS FROM NORTHAMPTONSHIRE COLLECTIONS." 
Edited by F. M. Stenton. £1 10 0, £1 17 6. 

Vol. V " THE EARLIEST NORTHAMPTONSHIRE ASSIZE ROLLS, A.D. 1202 and 1203." Edited 
by Doris M. Stenton. £1 I 0, £1 5 O. . . 

Vol. VI " KETTERING VESTRY MINUTES." Edited by S. A. peyton. £1 I 0, £1 5 o. 
Vol. VII "THE MONTAGU MUSTERS BOOK, A.D. 1602-1623." Edited by Joan Wake. 

£1 I 0, £1 5 O. . 

Vol. VIII" WELLINGBOROUGH MANORIAL ACCOUNTS, A.D. 1258 . 1323." Edited by Frances 
M. Page. £1 I 0, £1 5 o. (Out if Print). 

Vol. IX "PETERBORC>UGH LOCAL ADMINISTRATION. GUILD CHARTERS AND CHURCHWARDENS' 
ACCOUNTS, A.D. I 100~I572." Edited by W. T. Mellows. £1 I 0, £1 5 o. 

Vol. X " PETERBOROUGH LOCAL ADMINISTRATION. FEOFFEES' ACCOUNTS, A.D. 1614~I674." 
Edited by W. T. Mellows. £1 I 0, £1 5 o. 

Vol. XI "SESSIONS ROLLS OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRE SUPERVISORS AND KEEPERS OF THE 
PEACE, A.D. 1314-1320." Edited by Marguerite Gollancz. £1 I 0, £1 5 o. 

Vol. XII "THE LAST DAYS OF PETERBOROUGH MONASTERY." Edited by W. T. Mellows. 
£1 I 0, £1 5 O. . 

Vol. XIII" THE FOUNDATION OF PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL, A.D. 1541." Edited by W. T. 
Mellows. £1 I 0, £1 5 O. (out if Print). 

Vol. XIV" A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE PRINTED MAPS OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, A.D. 
1576-1900." By Harold Whitaker. £1 I 0, £1 5 o. 

Vol. XV" SIR CHRISTOPHER HATTON'S BOOK OF SEALS." Edited by Lewis C. Loyd and 
Doris Mary Stenton. A few copies of this important book are on sale to members 
only, at the special price of £3 3 o. 

Vol. XVI" THE BOOK OF WILLIA~ MORTON, ALMONER OF PETERBOROUGH MONASTERY, 
1448-1467." Edited by P. I. King and C. N. L. Brooke. (This is an " Anthony 
Mellows ~1emorial" Volume). £1 I 0, £1 5 o. 

Vol. XVII" THE CORRESPONDENCE OF BISHOP BRIAN DUPPA AND SIR JUSTINIAN ISHAM, 
1650-1660," edited by Sir Gyles Isham, Bart., with a Preface by Sir George 
Clark. £1 5 0, £1 10 O. 

"NORTHAMPTONSHIRE AND RUTLAND CLERGY, A.D. 1500-1900," with 
Corrigenda and Addenda to 1930, by .Henry Isham Longden. With complete 
Indexes of Persons, Places and Subjects and Biographies of over 14,000 Clergy. 
In Six Volumes for Twelve Guineas (£12 12 0) the Set. 
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INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY 

Aiexander-Tumbull Library, Wellington, N.Z. 
All, Souls' College, Oxford. 
The Society of Antiquaries of London. 
Amold Bros. (Northampton) Ltd. 
Ashby, E. J. & R. S., F.V.I., Northampton. 
Commonwealth of Australia National Library. 
Banbury Public Library. 
Barker, A., & Sons, Ltd., Earls Barton. 
Bedfordshire County Library. 
Berry Bros. & Bagshaw, Kettering. ' 
Birkbeck College, University of London. 
Birmingham Public Libraries. 
Birmingham University Library. 
Boston Public Library, U.S.A. . 
Bristol & Gloucestershire Archreological Society. 
Bristol University Library. 
Brown .University Library, U.S.A. 
Buckinghamshire County Library. 
Burnham Son and Lewin, Messrs., Kettering. 
California University General Library, U.S.A. 
Chamberlain, W. W., & Sons, HighamFerrers. 
Chicag(;,University Library, U.S.A. 
The City Press, Northampton. 
Cleveland Public Library, U.S.A. 
Columbia University Library, U.S.A. 
The Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., 

U.S.A. 
, The Royal Library of Copenhagen. 

Comell University Library, U.S.A. 
The Courtauld Institute of Art. 
Duke University Library. 
Edinburgh University Library. 
The Society of Genealogists. 
General Theological Seminary, N.Y., U .S.A. 
Glasgow University Library. 
The Guildhall Library, London. 
Hammersmith Public Libraries. 
The Library of Harvard College, U .S.A. 
Harvard University Law School Library, U .S.A. 
Haverford College Library, U .S.A. 
The. Henry E. Huntington Library~ U .S.A. 
Higham Ferrers and District History Society. 
Huntingdon County Library. " 
Illinois University Library, U.S.A. 
Inner Temple Library, London. 
The Institute of Historical Research (University 

of London). 
Iowa State University, U.S.A. 
The John Rylands Library, Manchester. 
The Library of Johns Hopkins University, U .S.A. 
Kettering High School. 
Kettering Public Library. 
King's School, Peterborough. 
Leeds University Library. 
Leicester City Libraries. 
Leicester County Archives Department. 
Leicester University College Library. 
Lincoln City Public Library. 
Parts o( ,Lindsey County Library. 
Liverpool City Public Libraries. 
Liverpool University Library. 
The London Library. 
London School of Economics and Political 

Science. 
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Library of the University of London. 
Public Library of the City of Los Angeles, U .S.A. 
Lund University Library, Sweden. 
Magdalen College School, Brackley. 
Manchester Public Libraries. 
Manchester University. 
Manfield & Sons, Ltd., Northampton. 
Merchant Venturers, The Society of 
The Library of the University of Michigan, U .S.A. 
The Library of the University of Minnesota, 

Minneapolis, U .S.A. 
Missouri University Library, U.S.A. 
Newberry Library, Chicago, U.S.A. 
New College, Oxford. 
The New England Historical and Genealogical 

Society, U.S.A. 
The New York Histori.cal Society, U.S.A. 
The New York Publit Library, U.S.A. 
Northampton Business and Professional Women's 

Club. 
Northampton Central Townswomen's Guild. 
Northampton County Historical and Genealogical 

Society (U.S.A.). 
Northampton Grammar School for Girls. 

. Northampton Grammar School. 
Northampton High School. 
Northampton Public Library. 
Northamptonshire County Council. 
Northamptonshire County Library. 
Northamptonshire Printing and Publishing Co. 
Notre Dame University Library, Indiana, N.S.A. 
Nottingham Central Public Library, 
Nottingham University Library. 
Oundle School. 
Overstone School. 
Oxford City Libraries. 
Oxfordshire County Library. 
Pennsylvania University Library, U.S.A. 
The Dean and Chapter of Peterborough. 
Peterborough Museum Society. 
Peterborough Public Library. 
The Public Record Office, London. 
Raunds History Society. 
Reading University Library. 
The Royal Historical Society.' 
Rugby Public Library. 
Rushden Public Library. 
The Soroptimist Club of Northampton. 
StaDford University Library, U.S .A. 
Sydney University Law School Library, N.S.W 
Texas University Library, U.S.A. 
Toronto University Library Canada. 
University Coliege, London, Library. 
The Genealogical Society of Utah. . 
Victoria Public Library, Melbourne, Australia. 
Virginia Historical Society, Richmond, U.S.A. 
Virgipia State Library, U.S .A. 
Washington University Library, U.S.A. 
Wellingborough Grammar School. 
Wellingborough County High School. 
Wellingborough Public Library. 
Wilson & Wilson, Kettering. 
Wisconsin University Library, U.S.A. 
Yale University Library, U.S.A. 



NOTES AND NEWS 

This number of Northamptonshire Past and Present starts the second Volume of our Journal. 
The index to the first six numbers (Volume. I), most kindly made by Miss Sylvia Riches, one of 
our members, is now on sale, price 2 /-, post free, and is obtainable from the Hon. Secretary of 
the Society. Some sets of Volume I, bound in red cloth complete with index (price 30s.), will 
be ready before the end of the year. Those wishing to have their own sets bound can do so for 
6s. 6d. a set, by sending the sets to Messrs. Birdsall & Son, Bookbinders, Northampton, who 
will also supply cases at 4>. each to those wishing to have their sets bound elsewhere, as may 
well be the case with our overseas readers. Carriage. will be extra. 

It is with great regret that we have to tell our readers of the untimely death on April 25th, 
1954, of Mr. Charles Burton of Northampton, the Honorary Treasurer of our Society for 
fourteen years. He was a wise, kind, and dependable friend, and the Socie'ty benefited greatly 
from the time and attention which he devoted to its affairs. Mr. Charles Mumby has since been 
appointed to succeed him, with Miss G. M. Hewitt as Honorary Assistant Treasurer. 

• THE ANNUAL MEETING on June 26th was held again at Lamport Hall, by kind invitation 
of Sir Gyles Isham. It was a great day. The audience overflowed from the lecture room into the 
library and up the staircase to the first floor, but a wireless relay had been provided and 
everybody was able to enjoy Sir Arthur Bryant's delightful address on Samuel Pepys. The 
exhibition of documents of Pepysian interest kindly arranged by the staff of the 
Northamptonshire Record Office was also a great attraction. The weather was kind and we 
were very happy to have our President and Lady Exeter with us again. 

The excellent work carried on at the Northamptonshire Record Office at Lamport Hall in 
the year ended March 3 I st, 1954, is briefly described in the Report of the Northamptonshire 
Archives Committee. The outstanding event of the year was the deposit by the Earl of Ellesmere 
of the records relating to the former Northamptonshire estates of the Egerton family, which 
included the Borough of Brackley. The Record Society had been searching unsu<;:cessfully for 
many years for the records of this Borough, which were lying in the office of a London solicitor. 
Now they have come to light and by the public spirit of the owner are available for students. 
Sixty students did research at Lamport during the twelve months covered by the Report, and a 
Summary Guide to the contents of the Record Office is in preparation. This will be very 
valuable to historians. 

PUBLICATIONS. We are glad to say that Volume XVI of our publications, The Book of 
William Morton~ was published in November and that Volume XVII, The Correspondence of Bishop 
Brian Duppa and Sir .Justinian Isham~ 1650-1660, will shortly be in the hands of members. (See 
pp .. iii, 47, 48 below). The volume for 1954-55 will be a study in economic history by Dr. 
M. E. Finch, entitled: "The Wealth of Five Northamptonshire Families, 1540-1640." The 
families dealt with are the Ishams of Lamport, the Spencers of Althorp, the Treshams of 
Rushton, the Fitz"V,illiamSf of Milton, and the Brudenells of Deene. 

ANCIENT BUILDINGS. The Record Society has always felt a special concern for the 
ancient buildings of Northamptonshire-for their beauty; their historical associations; and 
their value, only recently coming to be recognised, as historical evidence. We are pleased, 
therefore, to be able to give some good news about STOKE BRUERNE PARK (built to designs 
brought from Italy by Sir Francis Orane in the reign of Charles I), which was in danger of 
becoming a ruin, and of which we gave an illustration in the last number of this Journal. It has 
since been bought by Mr. R. D. Chancellor who is repairing the original parts of the house 
which survived the fire of 1886, with the aid of a grant from the Historic Buildings Council. We 
are glad to hear that he intends to make Stoke Park his home. 

DELAPRE ABBEY. Northampton Corporation, on the grounds of economy, decided last 
April to pull down Delapre Abbey. As it is a fine old house architecturally, is close to 
Northampton and could be put to such excellent use in housing the records of the County and 
as a most suitable and accessible centre for historical research, the Society feels that its 
demolition would be a grave mistake, and sent a Resolution .to the above effect to the Town 
Council. We are now able to state that at the suggestion of the Ministry of Housing and Local 
Government, conferences between the Local Authorities c~ncerned as to the possibility of 

I 
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preserving the Abbey for this purpose have been resumed. May the outcome of their 
deliberations be altogether successful. A Folk Museum, a Northamptonshire Portrait Gallery, 
and a convenient centre for lectures and educational conferences are other cultural uses which 
occur to one to which Delapre might be put with great advantage to everybody. 

RUSHTON HALL. The County is .~lso in danger of losing this magnificent specimen of 
16th and 17th century architecture in the Rockingham Forest area-perhaps the finest of all 
our" stately homes" now that Kirby Hall is a ruin. It is devoutly to be hoped, even at this 
late hour, that sOIlle. means will be found of preserving this historic house, of which we give an 
illustration in thisnum:ber. . . 

Rushton was the home of the Treshams for three centuries. Two of them were Speakers of 
the Hou~e of. Commons in the Mid,dle Ages. Sir Thomas was a great builder and Rothwell 
market-house, the Triangular Lodge at Rushton, and Liveden New Build are his handy-work. 
For an account of his unfortunate ·son, Francis, the reader is referred to the article 'On page 3 I. 

LINKS WITH AMERICA. This Society has many friends and supporters in America, 
including Mr. Thomas Robins of New York, whose membership dates from 1938. Mr. Robins's 
forbears lived at Long Buckby and the Buckby records of the 16th and 17th century are 
peppered with his name. For thirty . yearS-he has been diligently tracking his ancestors back 
generation by generation well beyond 1620, . the year when the family acted upon their great 
decision to leave England and emigrate to . America. But he could never identify the piece of 
England which they owned. ·This summer, though well over eighty years of age Mr. Robins 
came back to England after a long.interval for another attempt, and it is with great pleasure 

, that we record that with the most efficient help of Miss D. L. Powell, and by the use of the 
ancient documents at Lamport, he was at last successful, and was able to his great satisfaction 
as he said: to" stamp his foot upon the ground" owned and tilled over three centuries ago by 
those of his name and blood. Mr. Robins was staying at Brockhall with his friends Colonel 
and Mrs. Thornton when this great discovery was made. The two families had ·' been intimate 
friends in the 17th century. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. We desire to thank those kind persons who have lent photo
graphs for our illustrations, namely: Miss M. E. Elkins (the Yelvertoft shepherd) ; Mrs. 
Sturgess and Mr. George Freeston (the Grafton gamekeeper) ; the National Buildings Record 
(hou~e at Benefield). The fine photograph of Rushton Hall inside our back cover was spec
ially taken by Miss Helga Tye of the Northants Evening Telegraph, and to the same paper we 
are indebted for the loan of the block of the old engraving of Rushton on page 36. The 
Cosgrove weather-cock was··photographed for us by Mr. T. Brown of Wolverton. 

The photograph of Fotheringay Church on our front cover was taken by Mr. Paul 
Taylor of Kettering, and is reproduced from a block kindly lent by Mrs. Squi~e, College Farm 
Guest House, Fotheringay, Peterborough. This very beautiful church is in need of repair, 
for which contributions will be gratefully received by 1\.frs. Squire who also has postcards for 
sale bearing the same view as that on our cover. 

We are grateful to members for returning N.R.S. volumes not required by them. These 
are often a great boon to students. 

. !HE FUTURE. The difficulties ofLearn'~d Societies caused by continually risi~g costs of 
prmtmg, paper, postage, etc., do not grow less as the years go on. That so far we hav~ been 
able to weather the storm, is due to the generous support of our members, contributors, editors, 
and the firms who advertise in this Journal, to whom,. once more, we express our very sincere 
thanks . ., Some Societies . talk of . raising subscriptions, but we are convinced that the real 
solution is to widen the membership. We therefore extend to our readers and especially to 
those in Northamptonshire ·who are still outside the fold, a warm invitation to help us to main
tain and extend our work by becoming members of the Society. 

The motto on our (:over is from The Epistle Dedicatory to Hydriotaphia: Urn Burial 
(1651) by Sir Thomas Browne. 



ETHEL STOKES 

A TRIBUTE 

ETHEL STOKES (1870-1944) 
Enlarged from a stl,apshot taken c. 1934 

I T is now over ten years since the 
death after a street accident of Miss 
Ethel Stokes. A full-length memoir 
of this remarkable woman must 
one day be written, but it is high 
time that something should be added 
to the notices in the papers at the 
time of her death. It is perhaps 
appropriate that this brief and most 
inadequate tribute should appear in 
the Journal of the Society of which 
she was a member; which represents 
the cause to ,which she devoted the 
last fourteen years of her life; and 
which is connected with the County 
in which, at Sulgrave Mill, she 
spent many happy holidays in her 
later years. 

Ethel Stokes was the prime 
mover, the chief instigator, in the 
truest sense the :r;eal founder of the 
biggest movement for English history 
since the passing of the Public 
Record Office Act of 1838. And the 

task that she set herself was in many respects far more arduous than that which faced 
the handful of eminent people who had dealt so successfully with the central records of 
the Kingdoin. But in her own right as an individual Miss Stokes deserves to be put 
on record. The problem is how to convey to those who did not know her the real flavour 
of the personality housed in that sturdy, plainly dressed figure, a personality so strong 
and vigorous, so able and intelligent, so modest and unassuming, of such single-minded 
integrity, such self-command, hiding under that business-like and almost brusque 
manner a sensitive nature, a delicious sense of fun, and a most affectionate heart. A 
person, moreover, of many different activities, carried on almost in secrecy from each 
other; who lived her life as it were in water-tight compartments, and who had many 
groups offriends totally unknown to each other. On the day of her funeral who was not 
astonished at the large congregation which filled the chapel at Golders Green, of people 
who had come up from far and near in the most trying period of the bombing to pay to 
her their last tribute of affection and respect? 

3 
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Miss Stokes was born in London on January 17th, 1870, and was all her life a loyal 
Londoner. She was educated at Notting Hill High School in its great days under the 
headmistress-ship of Miss H. M. J ones. She took honours in English literature in the ' 
Higher Local Examination on leaving school and had at that time a great ambition to 
write poetry, but the more she read of the lives of great writers, of their egotism and 
selfishness and the trouble they gave to other people, the more they disgusted her, and 
so, as she told me, she gave up the idea. From the age of twelve she had been allowed to 
read any book she liked, and her father, whom'she loved, gave her more than the usual 
freedom in other ways. She was allowed in her teens to wander all over London by 
herself, her father only stipulating that she should have a good' square mid-day meal, for 
which lie would provide her with half-a-crown before she set off. She had one brother, 
younger than herself, and the family lived in those days in Euston Square. 

Family circumstances prevented her from going to the University and she started 
straight from school to earn her living as a record agent, doing much of her early work 
on parish registers. In 18g1 she began to work at the Public Record Office in Chancery 
Lane where she was to remain a familiar, but to other searchers a somewhat aloof and 
slightly awe-inspiring figure for the next fifty-three years. The evidence which she gave 
before the Royal Commission on the Public ,Records in 1911 and 1913 shews that by 
then her searches for her clients had already taken her all over the country to record 
repositories of many kinds-probate' registries, parish chests, ecclesiastical, municipal, 
and private collections-as well as to the British Museum and Somerset House, while she 
had gained such an extensive knowledge of the contents of the Public Record Office itself 
as to put her· in the very forefront of her profession. Many other record agents we~e by 
then in the field and throughout her life she remained on the friendliest terms with them 
all. With one of them, indeed, she formed a friendship and business partnership which 
was broken pnly by death after more than thirty years. ' 

At the top of Chancery Lane on the left-hand side goi~g north there is a door ' 
numbered 75, where just inside there used to be a plate: "STOKES & COX." Miss 
Mary Cox was the daughter of Edward Hanslope Cox, law stationer and one-time 
Master of the Worshipful Company of Stationers. He came from Hanslope in north 
Bucks where his ancestors had lived for generations. The famous family of statuaries, 
the Coxes of Northampton and Daventry, of whom an account by Mis ShelaghLewis 
appeared in the 1953 number of this Journal, were of the same family. Mter climbing a 
truly formidable number of stairs one arrived gasping at the very top of the building 
facing a door inscribed in huge letters: "GEORGE BROWN, PRIVATE 
DETECTIVE." On the other side of the door was the office of Stokes and Cox, the 
place where they lived and worked for t<;,n or twelve hours a day when not at some 
record repository (for as Miss Stokes told me, otherwise they only kept" a couple of 
bedrooms in iIighgate "). The office was furnished with heavy Victorian furniture-and a 
huge oil-painting of Miss Cox. Books and papers were stacked here and there in orderly 
piles, and across a deep recess hung a heavy baise curtain, behind which was a gas ring. 
Here Miss Cox would prepare the food which enabled Miss Stokes to pursue her 
herculean labours, for the partners regarded themselves as one individual and had 
work_ed out a most scientific division of labour, Cox doing the necessary chores and 
such charitable work as they felt were due from each to the community, besides taking a 
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minor share in the record business, which left Stokes free to devote her first-class brain 
and prodigious powers of concentration to her professional work. 

As long (or one might say, as short) a time as the Record Office was open, i.e. from 
10.0 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., with a brief interval for luncheon, Stokes could have been seen 
on most days of the week at her seat near the far end of the Legal Room, copying with 
incredible swiftness and accuracy in her beautiful hand-writing-a hand which never 
changed from her schooldays to the day of her death-her e~tracts for her clients from 
the ancient charters and records of the realm. Ejected at 4.30 she would return to 
No. 75, and do several more hours in that lofty retreat. But what about the detective 
whose name was on the door? My inquiries wer"e met with evasive chuckles till at last 
it was revealed that one day Miss Cox's bag had been stolen, and that this was the 
ingenious 'means they had adopted of protecting their property. 

In spite of her cQncentration on her work, Miss Stokes had other interests than 
records. She enjoyed a good play, for example. She is known to have once taken part in 
a Suffragette procession, but on this subject she ~ad changed her views. In 1895 she 
wrote an article in one of the weekly reviews poking fun at the women who were 
agitating for the vote, saying that they talked a lot about their rights but little about 
their duties and that men who were prepared to defend their country had the right to 
govern it. She had no end of answers from women o(all classes, some of them kitchen
maids, who were desirous of training to defend their country. So she summoned them 
together and formed the Women's Volunteer Corps. They agreed that they could not 
train to kill, but thought they might help the R.A.M.C., so they got a sergeant of that 
corps to come ana drill them. They did stretcher practice with a dummy weighing 16 
stone and marched up and down and did all the appropriate drill. There was one old 
lady of 70 with a bonnet tied under her chin and trimmed with a rose. One day the sergeant 
made Miss Stokes, who had the rank of corporal, fall out and drill the party herself. 
Facing them suddenly she realised how extremely comic they looked, the rose in the old 
lady's bonnet Dobbing this way and that, and she had much ado, to give the words of 
command without laughing. After about three months she had to go abroad for a week 
or two and whe'n she returned to her great relief the corps had melted away. If only those 
good ladies could have looked into the 'future and seen the A.T.S. ! This episode 
attracted for a short time the amused attention of the London press. 

For nearly 30 years Miss Stokes was Secretary of the Paddington Boy Scouts 
Association. I once saw her sitting with three scouts on a bench in the MS Department 
of the British Museum holding a CommitteeMeeting~ Among the very few possessions 
she left behind her at her death was a treasured" Address" presented to her by her 
scouts after twenty-one years'service. During the 1914-1918 war Stokes and Cox
perhaps Cox more than Stokes was at the bottom of this:-with a band of helpers 
formed themselves into" The Ladies Territorial Committee." No. 75 was turned into a 
factory for " Wind-proof Waistcoats for the Troops" made out of cast-off gloves. 
(Fabric gloves were almost unknown in those days). " 6,000 made and sent away last 
year, much appreciated wherever sent" reads a circular. This had meant collecting 
60,000 pairs of gloves! Elderly women glad of the work were employed to do the 
stitching, and perhaps some are still alive who were glad of those waistcoats in the bitter 
winters on the western front. 
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Early ill the century, just before the old Queen died, the project of the Victoria 
History of the Counties of England was started and in this Miss Stokes took an important 
part. It was she who trained new-corners to the staff and organised the wholesale taking . 
of extracts from the records at the Public Record Office, on which the topographical 
accounts of the different parishes are still based. But the most outstanding professional 
work she ever did was her articles for the Complete PeeI.:age, to the high quality of 
which acknowledgments will be found in the prefaces to several successive volumes. 
These articles required great .concentration of brain and energy and, on th~ top of all 
her other work, subjected her to considerable strain. They were the .only creative bits of 
writing .she ever allowed herself to undertake. With a sort . of ascetisism of the spirit, 
determined to crush all personal ambitiori, she never sought to give her abilities full 
scope. Devilling all her life for others was occupation unworthy of her powers of mind, 
and of her extraordinary capacity for sustained and concentrated application. However, 
the time was to come when her creative gifts were to be used in another way. 

In the 1914-1918 war there had been wholesale destruction of records to produce 
" newsprint" for the halfpenny press. In 1919 the Report of the Royal Commission on 
Local Records appeared-with n<;> . .tesult. The real property legislation of recent 
years had exposed vast quantities of deeds reflecting the history of the land to peril 
of destruction. The dangers attending local records were on two or three occasions 

, debated at the Congress of Archaeological Societies, and one or two Counties and 
Societies were waking up to the situation. The demand for local records by the historian 
was growing. These things were simmering in Miss Stokes's mind, and indeed no-one 
else had anything like the first-hand knowledge which she possessed of the general 
condition of local. records up and down the realm. ·" To form an organisation to deal 
with records from every angle and to continue taking steps to that end " is a note in her 
hand, dated December 19th, 1928, found after her death. 

At about that time she invited two friends to meet her for luncheon at a little 
restaurant near the Record Office, where during the meal she propounded the outline of 
her great scheme for the preservation and use of local records on a nation-wide basis. 
Her plan was to work throllgh the British Record Society, a well-established body whose 
objects were the printing of records and the taking of any necessary steps for their 
preservation but which had hitherto only devoted itself to printing. Her enthusiasm was 
catching, and before the party broke up, the ball had been set rolling. 
, With very little hesitation the British Record Society took up the task. Circulars 
were written, addresses were collected, informal consultations went on continually, the 
sympathy of some great London newspapers was enrolled, and a special fund of £245 
was soon collected. Eminent persons were elected as vice-presidents, among them being 
Lord Merrivale, Lord Crawford, Josiah Wedgwood, Canon .. Claude Jenkins, Professor 
Stenton, and the Deputy-Keeper of the Public Records (Mr. A. E. Stamp). Above all, 
the ardent support of Lord Hanworth, then Master of the Rolls, was secured. 

Pq.plic interest thus aroused, Miss Stokes was not one to let the grass grow under her 
feet. Aware of the destruction of records going on in London, she called on solicitors, a 
room was hired at 2 Stone Buildings, documents arrived in bulk, a band of experts, all 
volunteers, helped to sort, and soon a great stream of parcels started to flow to the 
repositories already appointed by Lord Hanworth for the reception of homeless 
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manorial records in nearly every county of England. But this was only one side of the 
work, though by far the most useful. 

A vision now arose in her mind of a great gathering of men and women interested in 
records fronl all over the country-a gathering to be welcomed in the capital by 
the official head of our natiDnal records in the hall of one o( the ancient City Companies, 
itself the owner of a long series of records going back into the Middle Ages. And here it 
must be remembered that in those days it made most people yawn to think about 
records. This dream was therefore a bold flight of imagination. "Fancy the fabric, 
quite, ere you build .... " She brought it to a triumphant realisation. The fact that the 
local repositories had begun to shew signs of discontent over the distribution of records 
was a grand excuse for inviting them all to London to discuss their problems. The first 
Conference of Record and Allied Societies in England and Wales took place on 
November 19th, 1930, in the Hall of the Grocers' Company the day after an evening 
reception held by the Master of the Rolls in the Hall of the Drapers' Company. This 
party, like the Conference, was a brilliant success. Guests poured in from the uttermost 
parts of England and jostled each other as they went up the stairs to shake hands with 
Lord and Lady Hanworth. The Lord Mayor and Sheriffs looked in, the whole staff of 
the Public Record Office were there, distinguished members of learned Societies and of 
the great ones of the earth not a few, all wearing their orders and decorations-and it is 
safe to say that none went home without a determination to support" the effort to 
save these irreplaceable records of the life of our ancestors "-to quote Miss 'Stokes, th~ 
happiest woman in London that night. 

In 1931 an equally successful conference was held, this time in the rooms of the 
Royal Historical Society, when a Resolution was passed asking the BritishRecordSoeiety 
" to obtain the views of all Societies concerned with records with a view to the permanent 
co-ordination of their work." 

A difficult time of negotiation followed with those who wanted to bring part of the 
work under the auspices of the Society of Antiquaries, during which 'Miss Stokes with her 
practical good sense devote& herselr to the task of rescue and distribution. " When 
people start arguing I get under the table," she said to me afterwards. Eventually through 
the intervention of Lord Hanworth a solution was found. At a crowded meeting 
convened by the .British Record Society on November, 14th, 1932, a new body-the 
British Recor~s Association-came into being, the British Record Society handing over 
to it the balance of its special fund, its grant from the Carnegie Trust and the whole 
of it~ Conference organisation. Miss Stokes was offered, and refused, 'the Hon. 
Secretaryship, , deciding to devote her main interest to the Records Preservation 
Section of the Association which was constituted on March 2nd, 1933. She remained, of 
course, one of the leading .personalities of the whole Association and was a valued 
mem ber of the Council. 

The new Section had its ups and downs. Difficulties and, frustrations which greatly 
distressed Miss Stokes, but did not prevent her giving what help she could, were 
eventually overcome. In 1936 she accepted the Honorary Secretaryship, a post which 
she held until her death. With a magnificent band of helpers-about 20 in number
most of whom came on to Stone Buildings after a day's toil at the Re(:ord Office, the 
work went magnificently forward and since that time has 4ardly been surpassed. , 
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" . Then came the thunderbolt of war and Miss Stokes stuck to her post. The removal 
of hundreds of tons of records from the Public Record Office began and a large section 
of the staff had to remain on duty all night. Miss Stokes was asked to run a canteen, 
and at once agreed, though this meant rising at 5.30 each day and she was in her 70th 
year, and no slackening of her day-time work was possible. She carried it on for two years . . 

Stone Buildings had to be ' given up and committee meetings abandoned but in 
close consultation with Mr. (now Sir Cyril) Flower, she continued the work of the 
Section single-handed from the Record Office, and a small room which had been hired 
for the purpose in a house at 8 New Square. The Annual Meetings were continued. 
After the Baedeker raids Miss Stokes offered to go down to Exeter, where the Probate 
Registry had been destroyed. She returned with a box of cinders-the remains of five 
centuries of the wills of Devon and Cornwall. This drove the authorities to action and 
led to the micro-filming by the B.R .A. of the registers of wills at Somerset House. 

The war also brought with it a heavy loss of printed books and manuscripts in the 
" salvage" drives-what a name I-and in I 94 I the Association decided to try to 
stem this barbarous and indiscriminate destruction of the sources of our national history. 
Miss Stokes led the campaign for which she enlist~d the help of 700 " referees" -her 
own name-with whom she kept in touch by personal letters, all over the country. This 
was the culminating effort of he,r life, and it told heavily on her health, though she 

'never gave in. Already in the 30's her heart had been giving trouble. In 1936 her friend 
Miss Cox had died, the" crow's nest" at No. 75 was given up, and she took a flat in 
north Londgn in a house with some other friends, but when the war came she established 
herself in a small room off Chancery Lane to be nearer her work. This room was 
destroyed by a bomb and she lost practically all her possessions except a few books. Her 
friends begged her to go down to the country. She replied: " London is the place for 
any old woman I command till these unpleasant days are over," and indeed, her 
cheerful face, her calm bravery, were a wonderful help and encouragement to the staff 
at the Record Office. " You told me to let you know after heavy raids," she wrote to a 
friend who .could see the bombardments of London from her windows 50 miles away like 
fireworks in the sky. " Last night was the heaviest we have had-over every part of 
London. The P.R.O. is intact .... Here it was almost continual bombardment, 9.0 p.m. 
to 5.0 a.m." She wrote this on April 18th, 1941. At this time she was' spending the 
nights by herself in a cellar used for builders' materials under the hall of Lincoln's Inn, 

, sleeping in a derelict armchair. From there she moved to a camp bed in her office in 
New Square where she slept among the tin deed-boxes. By 1944 her old office at 75 
Chancery Lane and the former office of the Records Preservation Section in Stone 
Buildings had both been destroyed. Then I tame the flying bombs, most trying of all, 
and the nights were often spent in a deck chair in thepor~h of 8 New Square. One 
day, as she was dressing, the roof was hit; the house rocked, but withstood the shock 
though every pane of glass was smashed. She then migrated to the Public Record 
Office where, for the last eight months of her life, she slept on a mattress on the floor 
underneath a table in the library. She rose at six and helped the char-women with the 
cleaning and by 10.30 was at her table writing those concise and courteous notes in 
violet ink to her army. Until bed-time at 9.30 she worked, then lay down on the floor and 
slept like a little child through the wail of the sirens, the rO,ar and crash of the bombs. 
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After dark on the evening of October 19th, 1944, she left the Public Record Office 
for a scout meeting at Paddington. On her way she was run over by a lorry crossing the 
street. Most characteristically, though her head Was injured, she took all blame for the 
accident on herself and gave her name and address before she relapsed into the 
unconsciousness from which she never recovered. She died a few hours later in St. 
Mary's Hospital. Thus this high-hearted and intrepid woman left us. Her death was a 
terrible blow to her friends and fellow-workers. The machine ,she had created shuddered 
and went on. 

Her task was accomplished. She left the local records of England on an entirely 
different footing from the state of neglect in which she had found them. The movement 
she started has spread and has struck its roots deep down into the soil. She blazed the 
trail for the future and the policy she laid down is slowly but surely b~ing carried into 
effect. If there is one _person to whom historians of the present and the future should 
acknowledge their debt, that person is Ethel Stokes. In her life-time, as the Master of the 
Rolls said, " she sought no recognition for her services and obtained none, except the 
respect and affection of all who worked with her." 

Sustained by sOJl?e inner contact with the Divine she seemed to live on a different 
plane from ordinary mortals. A great pioneer, a gre~t leader, above all, a truly great 
woman, her life-long study of the records had given her two things: a controlled but 
consuming patriotism;-a deep faith in the ultimate goodness ,etfhuman nature. 

" Lofty designs must close in like effects: 
Loftily lying, 
Leave her, still loftier than the world suspects, 
Living, and dying." 

", 

J.w. 
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NASEBY 

A Note on the Preliminaries of the Battle 

IN popular accounts of the Battle of Naseby, the statement has often been repeated 
that King Charles was "a-hunting" in ignorance of Fairfax's advance into 
Northamptonshire, immediately before the battle. I This . statement was probably 
derived 'from a contemporary account, entitled: A More Exact and Perfect Relation of the 
Great Victory . ... obtained by the Parliamentary Forces under command of Sir Tho. Fairfax in 
Naisby Field, Saturday, 14 June, 1645, and printed the same year, in which the following 
sentence occurs :-" about seven at night the King being hunting in Fausely (sic) Park." 

Fawsley, of course, was the seat of the Knightley family, who had long been 
associated with the extreme Puritan party, and were consistently opposed to the Stuart 
policy in Church and State. It see~ed odd that King Charles should have been hunting 
in the Park of such consistent opponents. However, perusal of the will of Mrs. Mary 
Palmer has shown that Fawsley itself was let at the time, and the family history of the 

. Knightleys helps, in part, to explain the King's choice of a hunting ground. In 1639, 
Richard Knightley of Fawsley died. He had been M.P. for the County in four 
Parliaments from 1621 to 1628. He left a widow, Bridget, daughter of Sir Thomas Lucy 
of Charlecote, whom he had married in 1615, but no issue. Fawsley passed to his first 
cousin once removed, Richard Knightley of Burgh Hall, Staffs. 

Dame Bridget Knightley, the widow, was stated in an Inquest dated March 27th, 
1640 to be a:-iunatic, enjoying lucid intervals. 2 It may have been this circumstance that 
induced the heir, Richard Knightley, to let Fawsley, which he could do the more easily 
as he had already inherited Burgh Hall from his father Thomas, who died in 162 I . 
Proof that Fawsley was let appears in the will of Mrs. Mary Palmer, relict of William 
Palmer of the family of Palm er of Lemington, Glos., who had been one of the overseers 
of the staff at St. lames's Park, and died intestate in 1634.3 Mrs. Palmer, in her will 
dated May loth, I 644~ gave" unto my daughter Penelope Palmer tenn pounds and the 
lease of Fauseley and all the rent which is behind unpaid."4 The Palmers were old 
royal servants."One of the family William Palmer (who died in 1574) was a Gentleman 
Pensioner to Henry VIII and Edward V1.5 One of Mary Palmer's daughters, loan, 
married Ludowick Carlile, the dramatist, who was groom of the Privy Chamber and 
Gentleman of the Bows to Charles 1.6 she was' also a painter patronised by King 
Charles.7 With such tenants at Fawsley, Charles would indeed have felt himself secure. 
In 1644, when Mary Palmer made her will, there was evidently a sub-tenant, who had 
left the rent unpaid, possibly owing to the Civil War. GYLES ISHAM. 

IE.g. He~ry Lockinge, Historical Gleanings on the Memorable Field of Naseby, London, 1830, p. 60. 20. Barron, 
Northamptonshire Families, V.C.H. (1906) p. 185. 3P.C.C. Administrations, 1634-1636, f.37. '>lP.C.C. Brent. 293 
Proved 4 May, 1653. 5 Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society Vol. IV (1879-1880) 
p. 23 and Vol. XXVIII (1905) p. 356. 6Harl. Soc. Allegations for Marriage Licences issued by the Bishop of London, 
Vol. 11 (1887) p. 17I. 7See An Essay towards an English School, printed at the end of Savage'~ translations of Roger 
de Piles Art of Painting, 1706. 
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NUMBER SIX 

TWO FAMOUS PRIZE-FIGHTS 

FROM about 1750 to 1850 pugilism was the favourite sport and absorbing interest of all 
classes of English society. The leading fighters were popular heroes, just like the 
prominent footballers of to-day. In Northamptonshire, as elsewhere, there were frequent 
set-to's in every village, some of them fought out with as much spirit and endurance as 
the classic encounters of the " top-notchers." In Northamptonshire Past and Present, (Vol. i, 
no. 3) there have already been vivid descriptions of two of these affairs, in Cosgrove and 
Wappenham respectively. 

Strangely enough, there were few prize-fights of the first rank in Northamptonshire, 
though Watling Street, running between the two, provided easy access to the Forests of 
Whittle bury and Salcey, where it was easy to escape the attentions of magistrates and, 
later, of the police. But there were two notable contests in the area, in 1830 and 1845 
respectively. As I am one of the very few people to whom accounts, however scant, of 
these battles have come down by word of mouth, I may perhaps be allowed to recount 
what as a boy I he"ard about them from my father, supplemented by one or two lingering 
traditions collected by Wimersley Bush, and by the records of contemporary periodicals, 
e.g., The Times, Bell's Life, the Northampton Mercury and the Bucks Chronicle. 

In the first of these encounters, Simon Byrne, champion of Ireland, met Alexander 
McKay, champion of Scotland. They fought on the edge of Salcey Forest on June 
2nd, 1830. The'" contest lasted for fifty-three minutes, at the end of which time McKay 
lay"senseless in the ring. He was carried back to his headquarters, the Watts Arms at 
Hanslope, where he died the next day. 

My grandfather, born in 1795, who was present, told the story of the fight to my 
father, who'handed it on to me. Unfortunately I cannot remember all the details, but I 
was long under the impression that McKay died in the, ring. However, according to all 
the various reports, this was not so. 

Two traditional accounts collef ted by Wimersley Bush are still current in Hanslope. 
A lively version was given by Miss Dorothy Whitbread; the Hanslope post-mistress, on 
August 21st, 1954. She started by saying that what she knew about the fight had been 
told her by her grandfather, who had been present. Laughing, she continued that he was 
only twelve months old at the time. His mother wanted to go and took him with her. Her 
husband was angry and told her when she got back that ifshe did that again he'd cut her 
legs off. I 

" McKay's mother and sister were with him at the Watts Arms," Miss Whitbread 
went on. " He wasn't fit and it was settled that he would not fight, but his backers,who 
had put a lot of money on him, made him do so. He was smuggled out of the inn by a 
ruse. A girl in the house dressed up in Scotch clothes C~v.~~Kay's,she thought) and ran 
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dQwn the stairs as a blind,while McKay got out the other way through the bar window 
and went off to the meeting-place." 

This was in a field in Bucks about 21- miles from Hanslope on the right-hand side of 
the road leading from Hanslope and Longstreet to Quinton, next past the gate leading 
to Forest Farm andjust on the Bucks side of the boundary with Northamptonshire. (The 
reason for choosing these boundary fields is obvious). The area is close to the Forest and 
is shewn on the maps as Salcey Green. 

" After th.e fight they brought McKay to the Watts Arms," said Miss Whitbread, 
"and a man slung him over his shoulders, holding him by the legs, so that he was upside 
dqwn ~hen carried up the stairs, which it was thought was the cause of his death. The 
name of the doctor who attended him was Heygate." 

An account given in October, 1950, by Mr. R. W. Dickins (who, by the way, 
is not a native .of Hanslope though he has lived there for many years) corroborates the 
main particulars of the first version, but adds that leeches were applied after the fight 
with no effect, and that it was said at the time that McKay had been drugged before the 
contest. , 

The reports of the contemporary newspapers are all interesting, as they are written 
from different points of view. The Bucks County Chronicle tells us that McKay's downfall 
.was due to a " settler" on the neck in the last round. It also informs us that the famous 
Tom Cribb1wasone of his seconds. Owing to the fatal issue of the affair Cribb seems to 
have found himself in a very unenviable position, and that owing to a real act of 
chivalry on his part. The Chronicle describes it thus: "The unpleasant situation in 
which the ex-champion Cribb is placed is universally regretted, he having long ago 
retired altogether from the Ring and having been prevailed" upon in an evil hour to 
'espouse the cause of a friendless stranger, 2 for no man in that line of life stands higher in 
puhlic estimation than Cribb." It adds that several noblemen and gentlemen were on 
the g(ound during the fight. Indeed there is some reason to think that among these were 
the Duke of Grafton and Lord Euston. 

rhe report in Bell's Life, the predecessor of the modern Sporting Life, anticipates 
modern journalism of the baser sort. It describes the contest as a fight between " the 
Irish boy and the champion of the Land of Cakes." After giving a list of prominent 
pugilists at the ring-side it sets out to prove that there was nothing unfair or irregular in 
connection with the encounter, alleging that" there was certainly no violation of 
Broughton;s Rules,3 nor was there any appeal to the referee. Strictly speaking, Byrne 
only acted the part of a good general determined to make the most of his physical 
resources." , 

Byrne, we are told, was treated in the Sussex Hospital at Brighton for seve~e sprain 
and laceration of the left ankle-joint. Curiously enough, he died at St. Albans after a 
desperate fight with " Deaf" Burk~ on June 2nd, 1833, exactly three years to the day 
after th~ fatal affray in Salcey Forest. 

ITom Cribb (1781-1848) was champion of England from 1809 to 1824. He sparred before the Emperor of Russia 
and the King ofPrussia in 1814 (D.N.B.). 2McKay came from Glasgow. 3Broughton, an early champion, drew 
up in 1743 a code of Rules for boxing which remained in force for nearly a hundred years, when they were 
replaced by the London Prize Ring Rules. Broughton brought thereby some semblance of order and decency 
into a sport which hitherto had been more like fighting between wild animals tl;lan bet\\reen human beings. 
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The Northampton Mercury fairly "let itself go" in its comments on the Salcey fight. 
In its issue of Saturday, June 12th it wrote: 

" We have always thought it disgraceful to ourselves and disgusting to our readers to notice 
the barbarous, filthy, and swindling exhibitions called prize-fights; but we do now 
summon general attention to the fatal effects of that which took place on Wednesday. One 
of the poor wretches, it appears hired for the sport, McKay by name, a Scotchman, has 
died of his blows. As to the other miscreant, who worked for hire and has therefore 
accidentally come under the denomination of assassin, we say nothing. We do hope 
however .... that an example will be made of the monsters in this affair of blood, (namely) 
the sanguinary cowards who stood by and saw a fellow-creature.beaten to death for their 
sport and gain." 

The Mercury is rather hard on the sport, for, whatever be our opinion of prize
fighting as such, it was certainly more humane and civilised than bear- and bull-baiting 
(not made illegal till 1835), where the poor beast stood no chance against the brutality 
of the baiters. As for prize-fighting, no-one need enter the ring unless he wished to, and, 
generally speaking, he was given every chance of winning. The'brutality of which it was 
accused lay rather in the fact that, on the merest chance that the tide would turn, 
seconds would often bring their man" up to scratch" for round after round, when it 
was quite obvious that he was beaten and would merely serve his opponent as a 
chopping-block. Moreover, wrestling was allowed, which gave a distinct advantage to 
the larger and heavier man. 

As a matter of fact, professional pugilists, when out of the ring, were usually quite 
good friends. This is illustrated by the account in Bell's Life of a " sporting dinner " 
which took place at Tom Spring's Tavern on Thursday, May 2'oth, 1 ~30, to celebrate 
the " completion of the match ," between Byrne and McKay for £ 100 a side. We are 
informed that about 40 guests sat down to an " admirable spread" and that there were 
present some of the most "spirited patrons" of the Ring, including Mr.'jackson, "whose 
high character and liberal feelings towards the members of the School of Pugilism are 
too well 'kno~n to need commendation from us." The healths of the patrons, Mr. 
Jackson, Tom Cribb, Tom Spring, and" other worthies of the right sort were drunk 
with sincerity," and the harmony of the evening was promoted by sonle excellent 
songs. The contrast between this scene of jollity and the imminent tragedy of Sa1cey 
Forest is indeed distressing. ' 

The Chairman (Mr. Jackson), in proposing the health of the ' two opponents, 
expressed the hope that the best Ip.an would win, and added that the match had been 
made by gentlemen of the highest integrity, not for the purposes of gambling, but to 
encourage manly feeling, honour and fair play. The idea of brutality had evidently 
never occurred to him. ' . 

It may be observed that Mr. Jackson, otherwise known' as" Gentleman "Jackson, 
after winning the championship from Mendoza in 1 795, i~mediately relinquished it, 
but remained the autocrat of the Ring for the rest of his life. Handsome, beautifully 
built, and attractive, he was long on intimate terms with the sporting section of the 
aristocracy and even with Royalty. He taught boxing to Lord Byron and at the 
coronation of George IV was engaged to form a corps of leading prize-fighters to help to 
keep order and prevent Queen Caroline from entering Westminster Hall and the Abbey. 
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Such was the esteem in which he was held by the crowd that his mission was perfectly 
successful. 

But we are getting away from poor McKay, whose remains rest in Hanslope 
churchyard, where there is a gravestone to hi~ memory. Owing to the hostility of the 
parson (presumably to prize-fighting) the stone was secretly erected at night-time. 
About twelve years ago (c. 1942) the Parochial Church Council wanted to have the 
insc·ription, which has become illegible, re cut, but the then Rector would not allow it. 
" The stone ought not to be there at all," he said. (Information from Mr. E. T. Dickins). 
The epitaph, which both Mr. Dickins and his father knew by heart, ran as follows: 

" Strong and athletic was my frame, 
Far from my native home I came 
And manly fought with Simon Byrne, 
Alas ! but lived not to return. 
Reader, take warning by my fate, 
Or you may rue your case too late; 
If you have .ever fought before, 
Determine now to fight no more." 1 

Myfather always told me that it was composed bya Scotch pack-man, a friend of my 
grandfather's, and ~lmost certainly a witness of the fight. But Mr. Powell of Hanslope 
and the books on boxing claim that it was written by the Town Crier of Stony Stratford. 

The second of our two fights, though only fifteen years later ( I 845), took place in a 
different age. The palmy days of Mr. Jackson, the Belchers, and Cribb were over, and 
prize-fighting had fallen into disrepute. Knavery and trickery were far too common, and 
fouls and riots were frequent. Indeed, each of the three encounters between Bendigo and 
Caunt ended in a foul; and both men, though doughty fighters, did much to bring 
discredit on the sport. It must be remembered that Queen Victoria had been reigning 
for several years; the creation of the police force in 1829 by Sir Robert Peel had done a 
great deal to enforce law and order, and public opinion was hardening against bare-fist 
fighting. 

The combat in question took place under the London Prize Ring Rules of 1838, 
,and here is perhaps the place to remind our readers of a few points laid down by them. 
For every contest there had to be two umpires, and a referee to whom all disputes were 
referred, and who was also the time-keepe~. A round lasted till one or both of the 
principals were down, whereupon the seconds, excluded from the ring during the actual 
fighting, entered it, led their men to their respective corners, and did their utmost to 
revive them. .-

After 30 seconds, the referee called " Time," and each man had to walk unaided to 
the" scratch," a mark in the middle of the ring. (Under Broughton's Rules his seconds 
could assist him). The man who for whatever reason failed to "come up to scratch" was 
deemed to be the loser. 
Ilf any of our readers would like the epitaph to be preserved, Mr. E. T. Dickins, Hanslope, Wolverton, Bucks. 
who assures me that there would now be no difficulty in getting the stone re-engraved, will be very pleased t~ 
receive subscriptions for that purpose.-Ed. 



TALES OF WHITTLEBURY FOREST 

If a man fell without receiving a blow, he was adjudged to have lost the fight. 
Sometimes fights lasted for hours. A crafty man who was exhausted and needed time to 
recover would fall at the lightest touch to profit by the thirty seconds' interval. Not 
infrequently he would repeat this indefinitely till he was fully recovered. Of course a 
man was disqualified who hit his opponent when the latter ,was down. 

The battle between Ben Caunt and, William Thompson (generally known as 
" Bendigo ") was fought for the' championship of England on September 9th, 1845.1 
Bendigo was a Nottingham man and Cal!nt, whose father was a servant of Lord 
Byron's, came from a Nottinghamshire village. The two men had already fought twice, 
each having gained an unsatisfactory victorY,by reason of a foul. This fight was to end in 
the same way. 

It was at first decIded that it should take place at Newport Pagnell, and Bendigo 
and his supporters arrived there on the Sunday preceding the appointed date. The 
proposed conflict having got to the ears of the authorities, a warrant was issued against 
principals and promoters, and Bendigo took refuge in a neighbouring farmhouse. 

Meanwhile Caunt and his backers had put up at the Cock in Stony Stratford, 
while the Swan at Newport sheltered Bendigo's partisans. Suddenly constables with 
warrants descended on Stony Stratford and announced that the fight might not take 
place in Buckinghamshire. This threw all the arrangements . to confusion, and new 
plans had to be made. The first idea was to go out to · Lillingstone Lovell. Then, for 
some reason, Whaddon was chosen. So the" fans" started on the ten-mile journey to 
Whaddon, where- the ring was set up. Imagine the scene when the promoters, whose 
knowledge of geography must have been rather meagre, were informed that Whaddon 
was in Buckinghamshire! ! Disappointed, but not discouraged, off went the crowd, 
doubtless having received directions, to Sutfield (pronounced" Sootfield ") Green in 
Northamptonshire, in the parish of Passenham-a further eight miles. Ten thousand 
people assembled there to see the fight. _ 

- From a sporting point of view the whole affair seems to hav~ been unsatisfactory 
from beginning to end-first the interference of the constables; then the geographical 
ignorance of the promoters, which caused the aimless and futile rushing hither and 
thither of the would-be spectators; lastly the dubious verdict at the end of the conflict. 
Moreover, the Nottingham "toughs" drove back all who could not show a NottIngham 
ticket. Bendigo's supporters were known as " lambs," a satirical reference to their 
reputation as the roughest crowd in the countty. 

An old friend of mine, Mr. Harry Allen, the Clerk of the Harpur Trust, once told 
me that his father and two friends hired a horse and trap and drove from Bedford to 
Stony Stratford to see the battle. His father told him that the" lambs" came by canal 
and looted every baker's shop in the town. 

Before the fight · starte4, there was a dispute as to the thoice of a referee (another 
instance of mismanagement). This only ended when the famous "Squire" 
Osbaldeston consented, much against his will, to officiate. He was sitting in his 
carriage, awaiting the start of the battle. Doubtless he was approached because he was a 

1In number 2 of this Joumal (p. 17) there are references to this great fight at Sutfield Green by the late Mr. B. J. 
Tomlin ofPaulserspury, and .the late Mr. Jack Brown of Cos grove. Its fame has remained a vivid memory for over 
a century. Miss Whitbread's grandfather walked from Hanslope to see this ,fight at the age of sixteen. 
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familiar figure in the district,"a devoted adherent of the Prize Ring,"! and formerly 
Master of the Pytchley Hounds. 

- There ensued a terrific combat of ninety-three rounds! The Squire had a most 
invidious task, for both men were guilty of tinfairness and foul play. In the ninety
second round Gaunt's supporters claimed that Bendigo had struck a foul blow. The 
umpires, not being able to agree about it, appealed to the referee, who stated that he had 
not noticed it; In the next and last round Gaunt fell without being hit. Osbaldeston 
clearly saw this and, according to the London Prize Ring Rules, awarded the victory to 
Bendigo. . 

It was long disputed whether the decision was correct. According to one account, 
the Squire gave his verdict over the heads of the umpir~s, and}t is n~t improbable that 
" Bendy," who was notorious for his tricky tactics, did strike a foul blow in the ninety
second round. The controversy was only ended when the Squire sent a letter to Bell's 
Life, wherein he confessed that he regarded his consent to referee as one of " the 
greatest acts offolly of his life." In his opinion, he added, Gaunt got away from Bendigo 
as soon as he could and fell without a blow to avoid being hit out of time, and he fairly 
lost the fight. 

At first, it appears, Gaunt thought he had won. So, when the verdict was 
announced, a regular battle broke out between the respective partisans of the two men. 
James Brady, the author of Strange Encounters, writes: "''''ith that fight the prize-ring 
took a knock-out blow from which it was long in recovering-if it ever did." 

Having relieved their feelings, the spectators streamed back to Stony Stratford~ By 
now, most of them must have been utterly exhausted. Thus every public-house was 
besieged and every cellar emptied-probably without payment. Indeed the publicans 
were reduce .. g to serving water, which must have been a very unfamiliar beverage to 
many. The good people of Stony Stratford were doubtless more than delighted to see the 
last of this unruly mob. 

Caunt then retired from the Ring. Bendigo fought once more for the championship, 
when history repeated itself, for he won on a foul. In or about 1870 he was overwhelmed 
by the evangelical fervour bf one Richard Weaver, and himself became a preacher. But 
he still retained a trace of the " old Adam," and a scoffer who presumed" too far on his 
change of heart was in considerable danger. Gonan Doyle wrote a spirited ballad about 
an occasion when he "laid out;' several pugilists who had come to bait him at a 
religious service which he was conducting. He died in 1880. 

It would be interesting to hear from any people in the district to whom accounts 
of the fight at Sutfield Green have ' beel} I handed down by word of mouth from 

• I 
eye-wItnesses. . , 

Mr. Geoffrey Treadwell, of Silverstone, as a boy heard 'his father's men discussing 
the fight; and till quite recently there were old people in Paulerspury who remembered 
seeing the crowds streaming to and from the combat, the fame of which has resounded 
for more than a century throughout the forest area. 

c. D. LINNELL. 

IH. o. Nethercote, The Pytchley Hunt, Past and Present (1888). George Osbaldeston (1787-1866), a Yorkshireman, 
was also Master of the QU9m. On one occasion he rode 200 miles in ten hours. 



A GENTLEMAN'S HOME IN THE REIGN OF HENRY VII 

AMONG the records in the Stopford-Sackville collection from Dray ton House there is a 
long and fairly detailed inventory 1 made in 1493 of the possessions of Henry de Vere 
of Addington, the last male heir of that branch of a once famous family. It is printed 
here in full (with kind permission of Colonel N. V. Stopford-Sackville) because it so 
clearly illustrates how a gentlen1an of the time of Henry VII lived. It shows how the 
cooking was done, how the family sat when eating or at rest, how they slept, what size of 
house they lived in, the chests and cupboards they had to put things away in, the 
valuables and trinkets they possessed. A study of almost any inventory of comparable 
detail will furnish this sort of information, but this particular one is especially interesting, 
for Henry de Vere had lived through the Wars of the Roses, had fought on Bosworth 
Field and had died at a time when the New Learning was ' already transforming 
Europe, economically, politic;ally, and in thought. This Northamptonshire man 
possessed two printed books (158).2 

~. SIR HENRY DE VERE 

(From the effigy on his tom.b in Great Addington Church) 

Henry de Vere was " lately of Addington," or Great Addington, a village 4 miles 
s.w. of Thrapston. It was never a very large village; now of some 300 persons, it 
contained 256 people in 1831. The house in which de Vere lived no 'longer stands. 
There were two manors in the parish in de Vere's time, but now there is only one manor 
house, a Jacobean building. De Vere was the last of his particular line, leaving four 
daughters by his wife Isabella Tresham, two of whom married Mordaunts, 3 and 
through whom his whole property came in time to the Mordaunts, later Earls of 
Peterborough. 

This branch of the de Veres had an interesting early history. In about 1125 the 
manor of Great Addington passed into the hands of Aubrey de Vere, Lord Great 
Chamberlain to Henry I, and through him to his second son Robert. This Robert 
married as his first wife Margaret sister of Hugh Wake, and through this marriage 
Thrapston passed from the hands of the Wakes to the de Veres who were sometimes 
known as of Thrapston. Henry de Vere's wife, Isabella, was connected with John 

lStopford Sackville MSS, No. 2308. 2N umbers in brackets throughout refer to the numbers of items in the invent
ory quoted below. 3For further details on the history of the de Veres see y, C. H. Northants. Vol. Ill, p. 156 fr. 
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Stafford, Earl of Wiltshire,! and it is interesting to note that Henry possessed a 
" Stafford knot amulet of silver," valued at IS. (19), surely a little family keepsake. 
Connected by marriage with' such families as the Treshams, Wakes, and Staffords, de 
Vere of Addington was a typical Northamptonshire lord of the manor, but, though he 
had been sheriff and justice of the peace; was of no greater outside importance. 

. De Vere was a great benefactor to his local church, 
foun~ing a chantry chapel there · dedicated to the Blessed 
Virgin Mary. The first chaplain to this chantry was John 
Bloxham, who died in 15 19, and ' whose brass is now in the 
chancel. He must have been a personal friend of de Vere, for 
Bloxham was a guest in the manor house, with his own room, 
" Master Blokesomes chamber," and when he died Henry 
owed him 51 shillings (~85). Henry by his will2 bequeathed 
£6 yearly to the chaIitry priest to sing masses for his soul, 
which Bloxham would have received for nearly 30 years. 
Henry's own alabaster effigy in his chantry chapel is ' still 
there, but is unfortunately somewhat defaced. In his will he 
·made arrangements for this: "Also I will that my tombe be 
made in our Lady's Chappell, with a vault in the wall of 
alybaster, and tomb of the same with a Picter in solid on . 
them."a The picture in solid is the alabaster recumbent 
effigy. Bloxham's brass was originally also in this chapel, 
but has " been moved. Mter- the Dissolution the chantry 
remained in the hands of Henry's heirs, the l\10rdaunts. 

De Vere was certainly a pio~s man, and as may be 
expected in ' a house of this size, ther~ was a private chapel. 
~he inventory shows quite clearly how such a private chapel 
wasfurnished, and very simple it was (48 to 61). Only the 
chalice and the two cruets for holy oil were of silver, and so 

. Worth24S~ andl5s. respectively. The Mass book and its 
protetti~g 'cover, the' portews,' and a psalter book were the 

. only texts, (clearly in manuscript, for the only printed books 
are noticed as suchelsewhere), arid both were again quite valuable, at 6s. Bd., 13s. 4d., 
and I3s. 4U. r~spec!~velY. · All the other .. necessary vessels' were of little value, and so 
probably'pflatten, a : ~etal alloy""Iater abandoned ~in favour of the tougher brass. For 
instance ; the two cc:uidlesticks were valuea., ~t Is.;,'!he sacring bell lod., and the holy 
water stoup only 44. But all necessary chapel furniture is there, with a little chest valued 
at IS., 4 and a: piece of w~;x for making candles; this was quite an expensive item, incid-

• entally, at 2S. 2d/ for 4 ·1bs., and as no other wax candles are to be found, and only two 
other, (~~lver);9~ridlesti€ks are listed (10), it must be presumed that other lighting in 
the house w~;f~stipplied by tallow candles on latten candlesticks, or by rush lights, 
all much cl1eaper. 
IThe Earl of Wiltshire was also a near neighbour, since he held the manor of Lowick, 4 mites away. 2P.C.C.27 
Dogett, quoted by H. 1. Longden, Northants & Rutland Clergy, Vo!. 2, p. 135. aV.C.B. Northants. I, 413. This effigy 
has greatly suffered by iconoclasts, having been much scraped and mutilated to provide" Vere powder," for 
the children of the village. (ibid.). 4Prqbably the ta.burnacle. IS. seems a high price for a little chest, ifplain. 
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The prices of some of the items in the inventory have already been quoted, and it is 
as well here to make some comment upon the sums given against each entry in it. The 
total value given of the goods and chatells was £316 19S. 7d.1 Henry himself had debts 
of £62 I IS. Id. to be paid out of this. But of the £317 odd mentioned, it must be noted 
that the sum included £95 13S. 4d. in cash, £56 14S., 4d. in monies due to him, 
£30 IOS. 2d. in farm stock and equipment, and no less than £IID 6s. Id. in plate. 
Unfortunately Richard Russell, the apparitor who drew up the inventory, or the scribe 
who copied it out, was no good at sums, fDr besides making two minor errors nDted in 
the text, the sums simply will not add up right, there being errors amounting to some 
£30.. What matters is that the total of the household items are valued at only £43. This 
includes clothing and the chapel fittings. As he lived in a house of sixteen rDDms, this 
may seem absurdly small, and it may appear that many of his possessions were in 
some other hDuse at the time of his death; but this is most unlikely. In fact, such a 
.proportion of goods was not uncommon, and the inventory shows that th~ house was in 
occupation at the time of his death. There were sheets in several of the bedrooms, there . 
were clothes and cooking equipment in plenty in the house, the wall hangings and the 
bed curtains were in their usual places. The inventory shows exactly what de Vere had 
at Addington at the time of his death. 

It is customary riowadays to multiply the value of goo~ Df the fifteenth century 
quite a·rbitrarily by some twenty or thirty times; this does give a fair general picture in 
assessing wealth in modern terms, but in details it is worthless. For instance de Vere had 
much silver, all carefully valued at about 3S.2d. an oz. Today (September 1954), the 
London price for silver is 6s. I id. an oz., a value less than doubled compared with 
1493. Gold was valued at 26s. Bd. per oz; today it stands at 249s. IDid. per oz., a price 
some ten times increased. But It would be hard to buy a bedstead at 4d. Dr Bd. and 
multiplying the sum by 20 or 3D would hardly be enough, even though de Vere's 
bedsteads consisted Df plain wooden frames on uprights, the bottoPls consisting of cords 
run through holes pierced through the frame -itself. 2 A simple guide to the true value Df 

the individual items may be found when it is realised that all those which were imported 
were at that date very expensive, and all things made locally Df local materials were 
cheap, whether or no the article was a well finished piece. Thus, with a huge supply of 
wood available everywhere, for the forests had hardly been touched and Addington was 
close to RDckingham forest, all furniture was likely to be very cheap; whereas all woven 
materials (wool was exported raw to the Lqw Countries, and imported as finished 
cloth at this date), were relatively'dear. 

Furniture prices were certainly low, with bedsteads from 4d. to IS., and two tables 
with their trestles at IS. together, but the most noticeable thing about the furniture is the 
relative plenty in bedsteads and especially chests, and the great shortage of every other 
item. There were bedsteads in most of the upstairs rooms, and there were no. less than 
fifteen chests, one in the chapel, three in the closet, four in the parlour · chamber, and 
seven in the great chamber. There were two almeries, for use as larders, in the buttery 
and in the" brass chamber" or butler's pantry, and there were cupbDards in the 

1 This refers only to goods and ch~tells. Real estate was never included in the inventory when drawn up for probate 
use. 2Most of the descriptions of the various pieces of furniture and household equipment are the result of the 
author's own perusal of over 400 inventories in the last few years. 
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pa,dour, the parlour chamber, and another minor bedroom. These were the only 
storage pieces available in the whole house, and it is obvious that the chests had to 
contain many things such as the clothirig, linen and silver. Tables were not at all 
common, there being two trestle tables in the l)all and another two in the parlour, but 
there are none elsewhere; tables were used solely for meals, and none are supplied for 
bedrooms or even in the kitchen premises. But the most obvious lack is that of chairs or 
other seating. There are no seats at all in the hall, but probably there were fixed benches 
running the length of the walls which would not be listed in an inventory of moveables. 
Five joined stools1 were in the parlour, but there are none elsewhere, and these five 
would have been used at the table for meals. There are single chairs in the hall and in 
the parlour chamber, and also in Master Marbury's chamber, he perhaps being the 
steward, while the other two obviously were for the use of the master of the house. As 
late as 1580 chairs were nearly always made singly, and were reserved solely for the 
master and the mistress of the house, sets of chairs becoming popular in the seventeenth 
century. With this great shortage of chairs, stools, and forms, it is clear that the chest 
was used on occasion as a spare seat, but even then it was only used in the great chamber 
or the parlour chamber, the two principal bedrooms; in aH other rooms there was 
nothing else at-all to sit on. If you were not working or eating, you either attended the 
master of the house in the parlour or in his bedroom, or else you went to bed. Your 
'own bedroom was not furnished as a private sitting room. 

Soft furnishings were relatively plentiful though expensive in most rooms, especially 
bedrooms, but there were definite exceptions. There were no carpets at all on the floor. 
Rushes or matting was undoubtedly used in the hall, but' was of too little worth to be 
mentioned separately in the inventory. All the bedrooms and probably the parlour, as 
well as the kitchen premises, had bare floors but there was a good supply of" hangings," 
quite large pieces of cloth hanging on the walls, though not covering the complete wall, 
and often at this date painted with religious subjects, a saint,. a martyr, or a story from 
the Gospels, such as that of the Prodigal Son. In this house hangings are found in nearly 
every bedroom and were fairly valuable, about 5S. worth in each room, but no detail is 
supplied. Only in the great chamber is "stained cloth" mentioned, so it is to be 
assumed that the hangings in the other rooms were quite plain. These wall hangings 
greatly decreased the draughts in the bedrooms. Cushions are to be found in two rooms, 
six for the hall and twelve for the great chamber-the principal bedroom which was 
always used as an audience chamber. Though some of these may have been stored in the 
chests, it ' is probable that they would have been laid on the top of the seven chests, 
which were used for seats. The" banker," , ~, long and harder form of cushion, in the 
hall must have been on a fixed bench, and perhaps here used for persons eating below 
the salt. The only carpets in the house, used on the tables, were for the hall and parlour. 

. All other soft furnishings were used for the bed. 
Bedsteads at this period were very simple affairs, but were each fitted with complete 

coverings of tester, celor, and three curtains. On the matted cord bottom of the bedstead 
were the featherbed, bolster, sheets and blankets, with a coverlet of arras (the name 
implies a foreign origin, the cloth being made at Arras in France) or tapestry for the 
rrincipal beds, and 'a quilted coverlet for the rest. But examination of the inventory 
ll.e. not nailed by the carpenter, but made by the joiner, using wooden pegs. . 
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shows that there were more -sheets and coverlets than were necessary for the number of 
bedsteads, and it is probable that here as in many other houses of the period there were 
also very cheap truckle beds on which were placed mattresses (107), used for less 
important persons of the household, and children. 

The kitchen quarters were large, the necessary equipment great. The kitchen itself 
was too warm a room for a store room, so there was a buttery for the food, and a brass 
house for the utensils. These were of pewter for table use, and of latten for the kitchen. 
The eating utensils were relatively simple, because food was eaten largely by hand. 
There are some ginger forks, (17, 31), ginger being a very popular delicacy, but there 
are no other forks and no table-knives, pocket-knives being used. Spoons were of course 
essential, and there are sets of a dozen, and half a dozen (I I, 3 I) ; kitchen spoons and 
" flesh forks" would have been of too little value to be listed separately. There were 
two sets of pewter tableware, consisting of chargers to carry the food, plates, dishes, and 
saucers. These saucers were of course not of the cup-and-saucer type, but were sauce
boats; seventeen saucers is an abnormally large number to be found in an inventory of 
this date. Since food was eaten by hand, it was also necessary to have some means of 
cleaning ones fingers between and after the two courses, so it is not surprising to find 
pewter ewers and" laver basins" (66, 67). All these items are to be found in the brass 
chamber. The nine diaper towels (134) (with the other linen in the parlour chamber) 
were used to dry the hands a,fter washing in the laver basins. 

It is impossible here to describe the uses of the pots and pans, but it is worth while to 
draw attention to the five spits (83). They were not all used at once, but were each of a 
different shape, according to the type of meat roasted. Certainly there must have been 
one or two" cage" spits, where a bird would be placed inside the iron cage at the centre 
of the spit axle, so that it would not be ruined by being skewered through on the spit 
itself. In open hearth cooking it -must be remembered that everything that was not 
boiled or fried 'was roasted, and the spits dealt with every siz~ of flesh, from ox to 
pigeon. Also to be noticed concerning the spit is its method of use. By the time of 
Charles II when the modern range was just becoming popular in town houses, three 
separate methods of turning the spit other than by hand had come into regular practice; 
a spit could be turned by hot air turning a fan in the chimney, by a dog in a treadmill, 
or by a weight with gear mechanism. But in De Vere's time all spits were turned by 
hand, and a very hot job it must have been. Again, because of the open fire, posnets, 
frying-pans, spoons and ladles all had to have very long handles. In the kitchen the 
cook as well as the devil sipped with a long spoon when tasting the stew. 

A glance at the inventory shows how great was the amount of silver, chiefly in 
drinking cups. Undoubtedly these cups were used on special occasions, but a very high 
proportion of the total value of the goods and chattells is devoted to silver. The simple 
reason is this, that, as with the modern necklace or mink coat, the silver was a visible and 
usable store of accumulated wealth. With the very limited use of credit in the fifteenth 
century, surplus wealth could most simply be stored in the form of silver or gold, and in 
every inventory of persons of any means there is always to be found far more plate than 
might be expected by modern standards. 150 years later, when Charles I was at war 
with Parliament, the king naturally turned to the colleges of Oxford for plate to be 
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melted down for coinage, not particularly because they possessed . so much plate, but 
because everybody who had any accumulated capital had stored some of it in the form 
of silver cups and mazers and the like. The silversmith's labour was fairly cheap, silver 
was not, and there was a constant melting down and re-using of the silver as wealth 
passed from one hand to another. 

A final note is necessary concerning the "parlour chamber." This was not so 
called as another parlour, but was merely the chamber over the parlour. In a three 
storey house with a kitchen and a parlour, the room over the kitchen was called the 
kitchen-chamber, and the roorri over that the chamber over the kitchen-chamber, with 
the parlour-chamber and the chamber over the parlour-chamber on the same floors. 
At Addington there appears to have been a house of two stories only, with a single 
garret-chamber above this. " 

THE INVENTORY OF ALL GOODS, DEBTS, AND CHATTELLS OF HENRY VERE ESQUIRE, 

LATE OF ADDINGTON, 

appraised by Richard Russell, general apparitor, Anno Domini 1493.1 

First in' ready money 
In plate. 

2 Item a standing cup with a cover, gilt, weighing 32 ounces at 3/6 the 
oz. 

3 Item another standing cup with a cover, gilt, weighing 32 oz. at 3/6 
the oz. 

4 Item another standing ctIp with a cover, gilt, weighing 24 oz. at 3/6 .. 
,5 Item a silver cup, gilt, with a cover, weighing 35 oz. at 3/6 .. 
6 Item 2 salts, parcel-gilt, with covers, with' drops,' weighing 44 ozs ... 
7 Item a standing cup, chased, with a cover, weighing 26 oz. at 3/4 
8 Item a white cup with a cover, not gilt, weighing 24 oz. at 3/4 
9 Item a plain cup, not gilt, with a cover, weighing 12 oz. at 3/4 

10 Item 2 white candlesticks, weighing 17 oz. at 3/2 
I I Item a dozen spoons, weighing 15 oz. at 3/2 
12 I tern a pair of beads of silver 
13 I tern a girdle of crimson harnessed with gold, weighing 4! oz. at 26/8 
14 Item a girdle of' brangid ' silk, harnessed with gold, weighing 6 oz. 

at 26/8 
15 Item a crimson' bourse' harnessed with silver 
16 I tern a diamond with 5 pearls 
I 7 I tern a green ginger fork 
18 Item a ring of white gold 
19 Ite.¥l a Stafford knot amulet of silver 

£ s. d. 
95 13 4 

5 19 0 

5 19 0 
4 4 0 
6 2 0 
9 9 0 
4 9 0 
4 0 0 
I 18 0 
2 13 10 
I 17 6 

10 6 

5 6 0 

8 0 8 
8 9 
8 0 

19 0 
6 8 
I 0 

IThe text of the following inventory is printed with modernized spelling for the convenience of the reader, with 
necessary punctuation. The Latin heading has been translated. More obscure words are printed in the original 
form between commas, as 'brangid,' and appended is a glossary which explains these, and also more common 
words with a technical contemporary meaning, such as table or carpet. The numbers against each entry in the 
inventory have been added, and the sums of money are given in arabic numerals in place ofthe cumbersome 
roman figures. 
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20 Item a ring of white gold with a ' safar ' therein 
21 Item a gold ring with a diamond 
22 Item a little gold ring of white gold .. 
23 Item a chain of gold with a St. Anthony cross, a ' goorge ' set with 

pearls and gold, and an ' unche ' with 2 pearls, a flower with 
6 pearls, a flower with roses, in all 6 oz. 

24 Item an Agnus Dei, gilt 
25 Item (a) standing cup with a cover, gilt, weighing 24 oz. 
26 Item a standi~g cup with cover, weighing 24 oz. . 
27 Item a white standing cup, weighing 22 oz ... 
28 Item a standing cup with cover, gilt, weighing 22 oz ... 
29 Item a white gobret with a cover, weighing 13 oz. 
30 Item 2 mazers, weighing 15 oz. " 
3 I Item 6 spoons with a ginger fork, weighing 12 'oz. 
32 Item 2 pair of beads of coral gauded with silver and gilt 
33 Item 4 little chains of gold, weighing 4 oz. 
34 Item 7 rings of gold, a heart, 2 ' owches ' weighing 2 oz. 
35 Item 2 plain salts, weighing It) oz. 
36 Item a piece weighing 6 oz. 
37 Item in broken silver weighing 2 oz. 
38 Item a ring of gold 

23 

£ s. d. 
168 
I 6. 8 

6 8 

7 17 o 

4 
4 0 ' 6 
3 16 0 

3 19 0 

3 17 0 

I 14 2 

I 14 10 

5 4 
13 4 

5 I I 8 
3 68 
I 19 

18 
6 
6 

4 
6 

39 Item a white flat cup weighing 13 oz. 2 

Total £110 8 

2 

8 
o 

In the Hall ' 

40 - I tern 3 carpets of red say 

4 I I tern a banker, 6 cushions 

42 Item 2, tables, 2 trestles .. 

43 Item a chair 

In the parlour. 

44 Item 2 carpets of red say 

45 Item 2 tables, 2 trestles . . 

46 I tern 5 joined stools 

47 Item a cupboard 

£ s. d. 

3 4 
2 4 

8 

o 

Total 8 4 

6 8 
o 

o 

4-
Total 10 0 

In the Chapel. 
48 I tern a Mass bobk 
49 Item a little' portews ' .. 
50 Item an old vestment 
5 I I tern 3 old altar cloths 
52 Item 2 candlesticks 
53 I tern a sacring bell 
54- Item a Holy Water stoup 
55 Item a chalice, weighing 

. 8 oz. 
56 Item 2 crewets of silver .. 
57 I tern a psalter book 
58 I tern a piece of wax, 

weighing 4 lbs. 
59 Item a little bowl oflatten 
60 Item a little chest 
61 Item a torch 

£ s. d. 
6 8 

13 4 
4 0 

4 
o 

10 

4 

4- 8 
15 0 

13 4 

2 2 
6 
o 
8 

Total £4 13 10 
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In the Brass Chamber. 

62 Item 2a plates, 4 chargers, 
12 dishes, I 7 s~ucers 

63 I tern 60 pieces of old 
pewter 

64 I tern 4 pewter basins .. 
65 Item 7 pewter pots 
66 I tepl ewers (sic) of pewter 
67 Item 8 laver basins 
68 I tern [blank] candlesticks 

oflatten 
. 69 Item 3 old,' chafers' 
70 Item 2 great pans 
71 Item 8 old pans 
72 Item 9 brass PQts 
73 I te;m 9 small pots 
74 I tern a broken ' posnet ' 

, 75 I tern 5 small " posnets ' 
76 ' I tern in old lumber 

Total 

In the next chamber. 
, LW ' 

77 Item a featherbed, an old 
coverlet 

78 Item a bedstead 

£ s. d. 

I 10 0 

I 10 0 

4 0 

4 
I 0 

10 4 

3 4 
6 
o 

13 4 
19 0 

15 0 

8 
I 10 

10 

£7 10 2 

Total 

10 0 

o 
11 0 

In the kitchen. 

,79 I tern 4 brass pots 
80 Item a'chafer posnet ' 
81 Item 3 little pans 

8 0 

4 
2 6 

In the brewhouse. 

88 I tern 5 , grea t pans 
8~ I tern 2 leads 
go Item a vat, a bin 
9 I Item 2 other vats 
92 I tern in other lumber 

In the buttery. 

93 Item ~n ' alrnery , 
94 Item 2 old chests 
95 Item 6 tubs, 4 barrels 
96 I tern 4 ' bottles ' 

Total 

97 Item in other lumber 
Total 

In the storehouse. 

98 I tern 80 ' cresse ' tiles 
99 I tern iri old ' leydis ' 

100 I tern 4 iron harrows 
101 Item in other lumber .. 

Total 

In the great chamber. 

102 Item a featherbed, a 
bolster, a pair of 
blankets, a coverlet 
of chequers 

103 Item 3 curtains, a celor 
and a . tester 

104 I tern a featherbed, little, 
- a bolster, 2 blankets, 

a ' counterpoint' 

£ s. d. 

7 0 
12 0 

13 4 
2 0 

8 
7 4 

o 

4 
4 4 
I 8 

o 
11 7 4 

6 8 
10 0 

4 
5 0 

£1 3 0 

13 4 

2 0 

82 Item 3 frying pans I 0 ": ~ sore worn' 8 0 

6 0 83 Item 5 srriall spits 
84 I tern a brass mortar, a 

• pestle ' 
85 Item 2 andirons 
86 I tern 2 trivets 
87 Item in other lumber 

Total 

8 

2 6 
,8 
o 
6 

19 2 

105 Item 12 cushions 
106 I tern a piece of ' stained 

cloth' ' 6 8 
107 Item 6 mattresses 'sore 

worn' 6 0 

108 Item 5 featherbeds, 6 
bolsters 0 0 

109 I tern 2 pair of blankets. . 3 0 

lSic, Total is wrong, copied from previous total. 
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£ s. d. 
I I 0 Item a pair of' fustians ' 2 0 

III Item a quilt 2 0 

112 Item 7 pillows. . 6 8 
I 13 Item 4 coverlets 6 8 
114 Item 12 pair of sheets. . 2 0 

I 15 I tern 2 tablecloths of 
diaper 

I 16 I tern 7 old chests 
I I 7 I tern 6 paIr of coarse 

sheets 

4 0 

13 4 

10 0 

I 18 I tern a pair of sheets .. 
119 Item a tablecloth 

16 0 

2 0 

Total , £6 15 0 

135 Item 3 tablecloths 
136 Item 4 chests .. 
137 I tern a bedstead 
138 Item ,a 'counterpoint' 

of tapestry work .. 
139 Item a 'counterpoint' 

of arras 
140 I tern a celor, a tester 
141 Item a featherbed 
142 I tern the hangings 
143 Item a russet gown with 

lambs 
144 I tern a green gown, 

lined 
145 Item a cnmson gown, 

lined 

£ s. d. 
3 4 
6 8 

8 

13 4 

o 0 

6 8 
10 0 

6 0 

13 4 

10 0 

6 8 In Master Marbury's chamber. 

120 Itelll a bedstead 
121 Item a ' counter-

point' of chequer
work 

8 146 I tern a russet gown, 
furred with 
, martrons' o 0 

122 Item a celor, a tester, 
3 curtains .. 

5 0 147 Item a black gown 
furred with 

123 
124 

125 

Item 3 hangings 
Item a cupboard and a ' 

chair 
, I tern a carpet 

Total £1 

In the closet chamber. 

10 0 

6 8 

o 
2 0 

5 4 

126 I tern a pair of fine sheets 10 0 

126 Item 12 pair of sheets . . 0 10 

128 Item 3 litdechesfs 3 4 
129 Item 3 ' sallets ' 6 8 
130 Item 2 ' bows' 4 0 

Total £2 4 10 

In the parlour chamber. 

131 Item 3 ' board-cloths' of 
flaxen 

132 Item 4 pair of old sheets 
133 Item a diaper and 4 

other cloths 
134 Item 9 towels of diaper 

3 

7 0 

8 0 

6 8 
6 8 

, martrons ' 0 0 

Item a doublet of satin. . I 4 
Item a silk jacket 6 8 
Item a chair, a cupboard 4 
Item ' a carpet I • • • • 0 

Total £13 13 8 

In the next chamber. 

152 I tern a bedstead 
153 Item a 'counterpoint' 

of tapestry . . 
154 Item a quilt 
155 Item a celor, a tester, 3 

curtains 
155 

157 
I tern the hangings 
I tern a ' I chafer,' ,2 frying 

pans 
I tern an English hook, 2 

printed books 
, Total 

.,' 

8 

5 0 

4 

6 8 
4 

4 6 

14 0 

£1 13 0 
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In the garrett chamber. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
159 I tern a bedstead 4 Debts owing to the said testator. 
160 I tern a celor, a tester, 3 i79 Item John Trussell 50 0 0 

curtains, 2 she~ts .. 3 4 180 Item Nicholas Chambers 6 14 4 Total 3 8 
Total £56 14 4 

In Master Blokesomes chamber. 
161 Item a bedstead 8 Sum Total £316 19 7 
162 Item a ' counterpoint' of 

Imagery 3 4 
163 Item a celor, a tester, 3 

Debts that he oweth. 
curtains 5 0 

164 I tern the hangings in the 1·81 I tern to Master Barnes 9 0 0 
chamber . . 5 0 182 Item to John Warde .. 6 13 4 

Total 14 0 183 I tern to Richard Flor .. 13 0 0 

Corn and Cattle. 
184 I tern to John Botisworth 3 7 2 

165 I tern 7 cart horses 2 0 0 185 It e m to Master 

"166 Item 8 kine 2 8' 0 Blokesharn 2 Il 
167 I tern 3 bullocks 10 0 186 Item to Avery Smyth .. 10 0 
168 I tern 40 wethers and ewes 2 10 0 187 Item to AverySmyth1 

•• 
n69 Item 26 lambs .. 8 10 0 0 
I 188 I tern to Alice Gyshing ' 170 Item 6 swine 6 0 2 0 0 

• 

171 I tern 9 store wethers 2 II 10 189 I tern to Williarn Rounde 16 8 
172 Item 2' carts with the 190 I tern to Thomas Meton 17 7 

harness 13 4 I tern to Master parson of 
173 "Item 40 cart-loads of 191 

wood 3 6 8 Addington I 10 0 

174 Item 10 loads of hay M •• 16 4 192 I tern to Thomas Hiller I 15 4 
175 Item 26 stone of wool .. 3 14 0 193 Item to divers persons as 
176 Item 5 quarters of wheat 19 2 

appears by a paper 
177 I tern 4 quarters of rye .. 10 8 
178 Item i 2 <J, uarters of malt 6 14 4 of small items 20 0 0 

Total £30 10 2 Total £62 11 
lSic in original. 

GLOSSARY. 

(The numbers in brackets refer to the items in the inventory in which the word occurs) . 
Almery (93). An aumbry, or cupboard in which to store things, especially victuals, and 
nearly always kept in the buttery or some other room near the kitchen, but never in it, 
as this would be too hot. 
Andirons (85). In the kitchen these horizontal iron bars on short feet had a double 
purpose: they held up the burning logs on the open fire, and they had on the front 
vertical arms with a series of brackets to support the spit on which the meat was roasted 
above and in front of the hearth. . 
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Banker (41). A -long type of squab or hard cushion, like those on church pews (not 
necessarily stuffed). It was used on a bench, or form as herein the hall, or occasionally on 
a chest used as an extra seat. 
Bottle -(96) Here a leather bottle, or black-jack. 
Board~loth (13 I). Cupboard-cloth, or properly a runner to cover the top of the 
cupboard. 
Bourse (15). Purse. 
Bow (130). Here the English long-bow. 
Carpet (passim). Orig. tapet, Fr. tapis. This was not used on the floor, but as a cover to 
the table, or sometimes chest or cupboard. In this inventory the qlrpets were of say, a 
kind of serge, quite unsuitable for a floor carpet. A glance at any Dutch interior 
painting even of the 17th century would confirm the fact that floor carpets were not used 
at all, and that table -carpets were the nornlal practice. 
Celor (passim) ~ The celor was the solid back wall, or more often cloth back hanging, on 
a frame, at the head of the enclosed bed; this, with the tester, was permanently fixed, 
whereas of course the curtains could be drawn. Later the celor was often called the 
" head-cloth." 
Chafer (6g). A large container hung over the open fire, used to heat or to simmer water; 
not a chafing-dish. For c'hafer posnet see posnet. 
Counterpoint (passim). A quilt bed covering. 
Cresse (g8). Perhaps meaning of little worth. But the high price here suggests that these 
cresse tiles are crest or ridge tiles. 
Curtains (passim). At this date, bed-curtains, hanging from the tester~ Window curtains 
of this period are not common, and the fact that the curtains are in groups of three shew 
that they were used for the sides and foot of the bed. 
Diaper (passim). Diaper tablecloths and towels were used for their absorbent quality, as 
nowadays. When eating at table with the fingers, absorbent cloths were vital. 
Drops (6). A common late mediaeval feature in silver articles is the pattern of bulging 
segments all round the bowl of the vessel, like inverted tear-drops. 
Fustian' ( I 10). Thick cotton sheets. Fustian originally came from Cairo. 
Goorge (23). A gorge, or ornament for the throat. 
Hangings (passim). Always wall hangings, not window or bed curtains. 
~ydis (gg). Leads, here for roof or gutter, etc. 
Mazer (30). A wide bowl of wood decorated with a silver central knop in the bowl, and 
one or two bands of silver on the"outside, usually of maple-wood. 
Martrons (146 & 7). Marten furs. 
Owche (34). Ouch, a clasp or buckle. 
Portews (49). A satchel or cover for books, usually of leather for ordinary books; here to 
contain the ~1issal. 
Posnet (74-5). A type of saucepan, a long-handled conical pot, with three little feet, so 
that it could be stood on the embers of the open fire, the only possible type of saucepan in 
open-hearth cooking. Chafer posnet (80). This must have been a combination of water . 
heater and saucepan, though the chafer was normally hung and not fitted with legs. 
I have not seen this term used elsewhere. 
Safar (2g). Sapphire. 
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SaUet (129). A type of steel head-armour. 
Say (passim). A fine serge cloth. Say is nearly always used for curtains and the like, or 
table-carpets, and was very popular until the close of the 16th century. 
Stained cloth (106). This was a common type-of wall hanging, often called" bastard 
staining," of linen or coarser material painted in imitation of tapestry. 
Table (passim). It should be noted that the table i~ the 15th century, and indeed until 
about 1625, was what we should now call the table-top. A table could in fact hang on the 
wall, as could a 'tablet.' The ordinary table had to ha~e a frame, a foot, or trestles on 
which to stand, and such a ' trestle was listed in inventories. In a few cases tables are 
found with no mention of any support. In such cases it is usually certain that the table 
was a wall fixture, so that no trestles were needed. 
Tester (passim). The tester was the fitted roof to the bed, either of cloth, or, if of great 
value, of carved wood. At the time of this inventory it was the, practice of the sleeper to 
be naked, und-er sheet -and blankets, with all curtains drawn, and the tester enclosing 
him overhead. 
Unche (23). See Owche. 
"Sore worn" A phrase used in very many inventories, to denote" much used," applied 
not only to fabrics, but to furniture and even pots and pans. _ 

," Other lumber' " Another phrase used constantly in inventories at all periods at least 
to the 19th century. Other lumber did not mean junk, but items such as treen (wooden 
vessels), or earthenware, or any other items which was individually of low value; though 
sometimes the total of many such items when appraised together produces" other 
lumber" of quite a high price. P. A. KENNEDY 

* * * * * 
HOW TO MAKE CHEESE. 

You must take the stroakings * of milke & some of the morning milke when it comes 
hott from the Cow. Take two quarts of faire water, make it seething hott & putt it 
into your milke. Take ,a good handfull of Mary gold flowers & cutt off their whites & 
stamp them in a woodden dish; take 4 or 5 new layed egges (the yolkes of them), 
& beat them with the Marygold flowers & strain them into the milke, & then put them 
into the runnett· & stirr all these together & couer them very close with a sheet double, 
& soe lett it st~,nd till it bee come, & lett it be taken up into a wooden dish betweene 
two woemen's hands & lett the whey come through the cloth. Then leave the curds 
in the cheese fatt & lay not to heavy weig~~ ,at the first, & turne it very off ten, & then 
about noone you may put it into a press & let it lye a night & a day & then lay it 
into rushes. 

HOW TO MAKE SAssA<;ms. 

Take 6 pound of Porke skinned and shread very smale. Put to it three ounces of 
salt, an ounce of peppar, a quarter and a halfe of fennell seedes, soe much Coleander 
seedes, both beaten" [and] the rynde of 2 orrenges. Cut verie thinn and shreade 
smale, beate altogether in a Morter, then fil them and boile them a little before you 
sett them to dry. (Kirby Hall Receipts). 

* "The last milk drawn from a cow, , afte!ings'''. O.E.D. 



THE KING COMES TO EYDON 1 

IT was beautiful weather in September, 1913, when Army manceuvres took place in this 
part of the Midlands. Two armies fought with the weapons of that time, and aeroplanes 
and dirigible balloons were used, I believe, for the first time with our Army. Officers 
acted as referees-they decided who were killed, wounded or taken prisoner. But as the 
dead still walked about and the wounded seemed none the worse and had uncommon 
good appetites, that part was to us a very confusing business indeed. To this day we 
don't know which army won, but we still remember the to-do it made here at Eydon, 
when we were in the forefront 'of the battle. 

Khaki -clad soldiers 2 came first in two and threes, then we heard big guns and the 
crack of rifles. Soon they came in small groups across the fields and before long the lanes 
and roads were chock bang full of men and all the paraphernalia of an army on the 
march. They did not all stop here, but there must have been several thousand here for 
three or four days. Many of the men were dead beat; they just flopped down on the 
roadside grass and laid; all were hungry and tired. We were told they'd moved so fast 
the A.S.C. wagons with their rations hadn't been able to keep up. We did what we 
could for them; many a house had a lively tea-party that day. Wells were emptied to 
water their horses. Never had bakers' and grocers' shops been so busy. The soldiers 
bought anything eatable--old stocks were cleared in less than no time; bakers s'old out 
and set to work at once to make another batch of bread, which was eaten long before it 
got: cold. Oh, it was a to-do for a few days-there was so much going on and so much to 
see that nobody' worked if they could help it. We down tools and go for a hunt when the 
hounds come i~ the winter, but that's nothing to those days when it seemed as if we'd 
most of the British Army camped in our fields. ' 

One morning Ted Coy and Wait Bromfield set off on their bikes to have a look at 
some big guns in the Big Ground; they were there all right and didn't they make us 
jump when they were fired. While Ted and Wait were having a look round they saw a 
group of horsemen coming frorIl Canons Ashby. " It's the King! " one of the gunners 
remarked. That was enough-they got on their bikes and tore back to Eydon with the 
news: "The King's coming! the King's coming! " But His Majesty King George V 
was here before the news got properly round, so not many people were in' the street 
when, with his Escort and the Royal Standard flying, the King came to Eydon. 

There was a group of us down by the Post Office. I remembe~ old Ann Hemmings, 
the nurse-well not exactly a nurse, she looked after births and deaths; and there was 
Henry Peck- he was an old coachman and had driven Dukes and Lords in his day and 
knew a lot about Society. Old Jim Gubbins was there, too-he'd been a London 
policeman and knew the King very well. The King was in khaki uniform and rode a 
beautiful black horse and looked just like the pictures we'd seen ofhin:t. When he came 

IThis article was broadcast in the Midland Home Service on June 17th, 1.948. Eydon, by the way, is pronounced 
"Eden." 2The army had been put into khaki after the South Mrican War. 

29 
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by- us old Henry lifted his bowler hat and held it above his head and we took our caps 
off and stood looking, very quiet like, when old Ann shouts out, "God bless King 
George ! " The King smiled and held up his hand to old Ann as she stood on her 
doorstep. I can see her now, with a little black bonnet on her head and a big coarse 
apron tied round wher.e her waist ought to have been. . 

Well, we followed the King and the Generals down to the Park, and just as he was 
going through the gate, if young Norah Ward and Mary Webb didn't come tearing out 
of the Park as if the old man himself was after them, and very nearly ran slap into his 
horse. As I said before we'd got friendly with some of the soldiers, but this was specially 
true of.some of the girls. They got friendly with some of the lads in a very short time 
indeed. That morning· Norah and Mary went to the Park to see their friends. They 
found everybody on parade-lines and lines of soldiers standing to attention waiting for 
the King to come and review them. You'd hardly believe it, those girls had no more 
sense than to go along a line of soldiers looking for their friends. When Mary found hers 
she said, " You be stuck up this morning, what's the matter with you? " I'm told he 
stood like a graven image---never sO ,much as smiled, hut looked as if he wished Mary 
was a thousand miles away. Then an officer came towards them, gesticulating wildly 
and very red in the face. " The King! the King!" he shouted at Mary. Realizing they 
were not wanted there then,-those madcaps let out a screech and tore off to see what was 

, going on in the street and nearly ran slap into the King at the gate. Well, we saw him 
review the troops and when it was over and he was leaving the Park, old Jim Gubbins 
shouts out loud, " Three Cheers for the King," and we give him three rousers. 

Later in the day the King lunched with the Generals in a big marquee in old John 
Henry Quen's field, " Long Leys." When the troops were gone and the excitement died 
down, old John Henry went about telling everybody it wasn't to be called" Long 
Leys " any ronger, but " K~ng's Meadow." I'm sorry to say nobody took any notice of 
the old boy, he didn't live many more years and the field is " ,Long Leys " to this day. 

'Oh! I must tell you, the Right Hon. Wins ton Churchill meant to be at the Review 
that morning, for he started with the King's party. Unfortunately he had a mishap on 

. the way; his horse lost a shoe. So when he got to the village he enquired if there was a 
blacksmith here and was directed to old John Humphries. Then-a-daysJohn was getting 
old and rheumaticy and it made him puff and blow to bend himself to shoe a horse, but 
he wouldn't let anybody down ifhe could help it, so he put a shoe on ·Winston's horse 
for him. When" the job was done Winston paid him, got on the horse and off he went to 
catch up the King"s party. I'm sorry I wasn't there to see that horse shod,but I hope he 
stood nice and quiet, for if he didn't 1 knpw he'd get a clout on the ribs with John's 
hammer and the old boy would holler, " Stan' still, ' will you? stan' still ! " I've seen 
him do it many a time. He didn't care whose horse it was either-if it had been the 
King's horse he d have had to stand still or he'd have, had a onner from old John. 

Well, all this happened a long time ago, but you know, we at Eydon are still glad to 
remember that old Ann Hemmings shouted out loud, " God bless King George," and 
that when Winston wanted a job done, old John Humphries wa!" ,lere to do it and so 
help him on his way. 

A. J. TYRRELL. 



THE DEATH OF FRANCIS TRESHAM 

THE account by William Vavasor of Francis Tresham's last hours and death in the 
Tower of London is here printed by kind permission of George BrudeneIl, Esq. The 
document lay for three centuries among the' family muniments at Deene Park, 
Northamptonshire. While cataloguing the collection there in 1925, I was looking 
casually through one of the boxes with two members of the Brudenell family, when we 
came upon it in a bundle of papers of the same period relating to the business affairs of 
the Treshams. These papers must have come to Deene in the time of Thomas Brudenell 
(later first Earl of Cardigan) when he was helping his mother-in-law, 'Lady Tresham, 
over business matters after the death of Francis. 1 

Brudenell, also a devout Catholic, had married in the summer of 1605, Mary, 
daughter of Sir Thomas Tresham, Kt., of Rushton Hall, that magnificent house near 
Kettering about whose fate so much concern is felt today. The Treshams were one of 
the leading families in the County and had lived at Rushton since the 15th century. Sir 
Thomas was a prominent Catholic and had suffered heavy fines and long years of 
imprisonment for his faith, but unlike his brother William who went over to the 
enemies of his country and became a captain in the service of Spain,2 no stigma of 
treasonable practices had ever been attached to his name. 

The English Catholics in the reign of Elizabeth were on. the horns of a dilemma. 
" They were torn in two bet~een their patriotism as Englishmen and their natural 
desire to see the return of their country to the old form of the faith. To secure the latter 
was impossible without political measures and alliance with England's enemies."3 
Great hopes 0 toleration entertained from J ames I had been di~appointed and when 
the Act was passed for the due execution of the penal laws early in 1605, the already 
ill-affected among the younger Catholics decided to act. 

Francis Tresham was the eldest son of Sir Thomas. He was born in about 1567, his 
mother being Muriel, daughter of Sir Robert Throckmorton of Coughton in 
Warwickshire. He married Anne, eldest daughter of Sir John Tufton of Hothfield, 
Kent, by whom he had two daughters, Lucy and Elizabeth.4 In his youth Francis had a 
character for wildness; lle also resented deeply the severity of the penal laws which had 

. borne so hardly on his father, and though six years older than his cousin and neigh
bour, Robert Catesby 5 of Ashby St. Ledgers, was much ·under his influence, which 
fact led finally to his undoing. Both men were involved in the Earl of Essex's rebellion in 
1601; Tresham was sent to the Tower but was released on his father's payment of 
£2,000 to Queen Elizabeth for his pardon. On Sir Thomas Tresham's death on 
September 11th, 1605, Francis succeeded to the family estates, and if this event had 
occurred but two months later, the course of English history might have been different. 
IJoan Wake, The Brudenells of Deene, pp. 104, 105.. 2For thi~ informatio.n about William and other members of 
the Tresham family, I am deeply indebted to MISS Mary Fmch, who kmdlyallows me to quote from her forth
coming book, "The Wealth of Five. Northamptonshi.re Fan;til.ies," to b~-publish~d by the ~orthampt?nshire 
Record Society. I am also much obhged to Mr. Nevllle Wdhams fo~.hIS sug.gest~ons after .kul'dly readlI~g the 
proofof this article. 3 The Montagu Musters Book (N.R.S. vol. VII), p. xlll. 4MISS Fmch, op. Clt. 5Catesby sand 
Tresham's mothers were sisters. 
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. Space forbids the re-telling of the well-known story of the Gunpowder Plot, but to 
refresh the memory and for the better understanding of our document, the main facts 
may perhaps be recapitulated.l Robert Catesby, "a born leader of men," had sent 
secret missions to Spain both before and afte! Elizabeth's death, to urge the invasion of 
England. In 1602, Francis Tresham was one of his confederates in this treasonable 
proceeding. In May, 1603, Catesby and his cousin, Thomas Winter, had conceived the 
idea of blowing up both King and Parliament. They took two or three others into their 
'confidence and Guy Fawkes was engaged and put in charge of a house hired for their 
purpose next to the Parliament House, and subsequently also of a cellar immediately 
below,the latter. Here they stored 20 barrels of gunpowder concealed under a mass of 
'firewood. One or two more were told of-the plot, including Lord Mordaunt of Dray ton 
House-Northamptonshire, in truth, does not come very well out of the story. In the 
meantime Parliament was twice prorogued and the plotters were running short of 
money. They therefore approached three supposedly wealthy men, of whom Francis 
Tresham was one. He was then about 38 years of age. 

Catesby's interview with Tresham took place on October 14th, 1605. According to 
the latter's account,2 when he hea rd of the plan he said: " It would not be a means to 
advance ,our religion but to overthrow It, for the odiousness of the fact would be such as 
that would make the whole Kingdom to turn their fury upon such as were taken for 
Catholics, and not to spare man .or woman so affected." His further arguments were 
that if the then rulers of the Kingdom were removed, the power would fall into the 
hands of the Puritan ministers who would be supported by the Dutch. " The act seemed 
unto me to be very damnable," he added, and " no gqod, only ill, could come of it." 
Catesby replied "that the necessity of Catholics enforced thenl to try dangerous 
courses." ' 

Tresham then tried to persuade Catesby to defer the plot ' until the end of this 
Parliament" to see whether they would make against us bloody laws or no," and in the 
meantime to go to the Netherlands with his fellow-plotters, and said that he offered 
them £100 on this understanding. (However, he also promised to give Catesby £2,000 
at a later date). Neither""his hand, purse, or head" was in this plot, said Tresham
his one desire, being to go ' and live quietly at his home at Rushton, and the historian 
Gardiner is of the opinion that Tresham " had never entere-d heart and soul into the 
matter."3 But Catesby had no intention of abandoning the plot and later in the month 
Tresham was ,again in communication with the conspirators. 

About the middle of Octbber, Tresham had been down to Northamptonshire, 
discharged his servants, shut up Rushton,. Hall, and brought his mother and sisters to 
London. It was perhaps on this occasion that he ':wrapped up all his muniments and 
papers in a large sheet and thrust them into a closet in the passage leading into the great 
hall, walling up the door. Here they remained for ,over two centuries until in I ~38 the 
closet was discovered by workmen making some alterations to the house.4 

lThe outline of events here given is taken chiefly from S. R. Gardiner, History cif England, Vol. I, and D.N.B.. In 
Vaux cif Harrowden, by G. A. Anstruther, there is a good account of the plot with particular reference to North
amptonshire. The "Gunpowder Plot Book" in the Public Record Office has also been consulted. 2See S.P. 
14/16/63, Tresham's "Voluntarie Declaration" in the Public Record Office. 3Gardiner; op. cit., I, P.246. 
4These papers were reported on very fully by the Historical MSS Commission (16th Report, Vol. Ill), and were 
subsequently presented to the British Museum by the late T. B. Clarke-Th.ornhill, Esq. then owner of Rush ton. 
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The plotters were soon faced with a difficult problem-how to avoid destroying 
with the rest, those of their own faith who were certain to attend the opening of 
Parliament now fixed for November 5th. Tresham was particularly affected by this 
question, for Lords Monteagle and Stourton had married his sisters. He had begged 
Catesby without avail to warn Monteagle, and it is generally accepted by historians 
that the famous letter which reached Monteagle on October 26th, warning him not 
to attend Parliament " for they shall receive a terrible blow and yet shall not see who 
hurts them," came from Tresham, though when taxed by the conspirators with 
having betrayed their secret, he hotly denied it. He denied it again by implication 
shortly before his death in the Tower, but admitted his intention to reveal the plot to 
Sir Thomas 'Lake, one of the Clerks of the Council. 

Tresham gave Winter the promised £100 and assured him that Salisburyl and the 
King knew all their secrets, but in spite of this the conspirators determined to stick to 
their plans. 

Monteagle had taken the letter at once to Salisbury who did not shew it to the 
King until November 3rd. James decided to wait until the next day before taking any 
action. 

On November 4th the cellar beneath the Parliament HG se was searched and at 
I 1.0 p.m. the gunpowder was found and Fawkes arrested. On the morning of the 5th, 
while the church bells in London were ringing in thankfulness for the great deliverance 
from the horrid plot, Catesby and some of his friends were galloping as hard as they 
could go down the Watling Street, making for Ashby St. Ledgers. From there they fled 
to Dunchurch and on to Holb~che in Staffordshire where they made their last stand. 
The Sheriff with a troop of the local forces arrived; four of the conspirators including 
Catesby were killed and the rest taken prisoner. The others were captured later and 
all were eventually executed. 

Francis remained in London, and even offered his services for the apprehension of 
the con~pirators, but on November 12th he was arrested and sent to the Tower. On the 
29th he confessed in examination" that Father Garnet2 otherwise Walley the Jesuite 
and Father Greenway "3 had been aware of Catesby's treasonable negotiations with 
Spain in 1602. Soon afterwards he fell ill of the painful disease to which he had long 
been a victim. He was kindly treated, being allowed throughout his imprisonmeht to 
have his servant, William Vava~Qr, with him, and, during his sickness, a " maid," 
J oan Sisor4 by name, while his wife was allowed to visit him. 

The identityofVavasor is not clear. "The Vavisors," Miss Mary Finch tells US,5 

" were an armigerous family who had served the Treshams as confidential attendants 
since Mary's reign." A George Vavisor, who was in Sir Thomas's household, was 
educated 'at Rushton with Francis's brother, Lewis Tresham. It is likely that William 

1 Robert Cecil, Principal Secretary of State to Queen Eli~abeth I and J ames I and first Earl of Salisbury. He was 
the second son of William Lord Burghley, the famous Ehzabethan statesman. 2Henry Garnett, brought up as a 
Protestant became a Jesuit priest and from 1587 was Superior of the English Province. He heard of the Gun
powder PI~t under seal of confession from Father Tesimond alias Greenway who had heard of it in confession 
from Catesby. Garnett was executed on May 3rd, 1606. Father Godfrey Anstruther devot~s an ex~el1ent chapter 
to Garnett in his book, Vaux of Harrowden. 3See note 2. 4S.P. 14/216/?-07· She was obvIOusly hls nurse. 5See 
page 31 note 2 above. 
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beionged to this family, but Sir Edward Coke1 wrote of him in 1605: "One Vavasor 
kept continual company with the traitors, and supposed to be Sir Thomas Tresham's 
base son."2 

Francis grew rapidly worse, and, as the end drew near, was tortured with remorse 
at his betrayal of Father Garnett. Calling Vavasor to him, he dictated a note3 in which 
he retracted his former statement (see above, p. 33), which he said he had made under 
threats of ill usage. He had not, he now declared, "seen Garnett for sixteen years before"
a palpable lie-and added that he was " to weake to use my owne hand in writing 

. this," but he was able to sign somewhat shakily: " FRANCIS TRESAME " at the foot of the 
page. So weak, indeed, was he, that, according to a declaration made after his death by 
Vavasor/' the note had to be. written in two stages and wa!5 completed" not above a 
day or two before his death." Vavasor added: " This note was of my own handwriting," 
and a comparison with our document puts it beyond doubt that the latter is the 
original in Vavasor's hand. 

The night before Tresham died, his wife, Vavasor, and the maid being with him, 
he called to Vavasor for the note and gave it to his wife, saying to her : " Deliver this 
with your own hand to my Lord of Salisburie." A few hours later, at 2.0 a.m. on 
December 23rd, ~605, Francis ~resham died in his room in the Tower of London. 

Mrs. Tresham carried out her instructions between three and four weeks later, but 
not to the letter. She sent the note to Sir WaIter Cope (a common friend of Salisbury and 
Tresham) with a covering letter, a as follows: 

" Sir, 
My husband in his last sickness commanded me to deliver' this note inclosed unto my 

Lorde of Salsburye. My sorrowes are such that I am altogether unfitt to come abroade, . 
wherefore I · wold intreate you to deliver it your selfe unto my Lorde, that I may have my 
husbandes desier fulfilled therein and wherein you shall much pleasure me to doo itt for 
me. 

So I ende, 
Your friende, 

ANN TRESSAM." 

On March '24th, 1606, Mrs. Tresham and Vavasor were questioned about 
Tresham's re~~ntation by Sir John Popham, Chief Justice of the King's Bench, and Sir 
Edward Coke. That afternoon Coke wrote to Salisbury, saying contemptuously that 
Tresham's statement :-

"is the fruit of equivocation, the booke whereof was . found in Tresam's desk,6 to affirme 
manifest falshoodes uppon his salvation in ipso articulo mortis. It is true that no man may 
judge in this case, for inter pontem et fontem he might . find grace. But it is the most fearfull 
example that I ever knewe to be made so evident as nowe this is."7 

lCoke, then Attorney-General, was one of the Lords Commissioners for examining the conspirators. His wife was 
Elizabeth Cecil, Burghley's grand-daughter and widow of Sir William Hatton of Kirby Hall. 2H.M.C. Hatfield 
House MSS., Pt. XVII, p. 528. I am indebted to Father Anstruther for this reference. 3S.P. 14/216/21 I. 40n 
March 24th, 1606 (S.P. 14/216/2II). oS.P. 14/216/210. 6This was "A Treatise of Equivocation," copied for 
Tresham by Vavasor, which is now in the Bodleian Library. 7S.P. 14/216/208. Garnett had declared the day 
before (March 23rd) that between Essex's rebellion and the Queen's death, Tresham was twice or thrice with 
him and Catesby at Whitewebbs, " and conferred about the message into Spaine" (S.P. 14/216/206). 
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The Plot had its repercussions in Northamptonshire. The high sheriff (Sir Arthur 
Throckmorton, of Paulerspury), who happened to be 'in London, drove down to the 
County behind six horses and carried out a search of all Catholic houses. He ordered his 
fellow justices, Sir Richard ' Chetwode and Sir \Villiam Samwell to meet him at 
Rushton which he searched for arms. From there they went to Dr.ayton described in 
a contemporary paper in Lord Salisbury's collection as " a receptacle of most danger
ouspersons," having a continual intercourse with foreign seminaries. Lord ~Iordaunt 
was sent to the Tower. Throckmorton then went on to Liveden, where Francis's 
mother, Lady Tresham, was living, and afterwards to Ashby St. Ledgers where he 
seized Robert Catesby's goods. Mter an unsuccessful search for incriminating papers 
at Harrowden Hall (l1ord Vaux's) he returned to London to report to the Council. 
On Francis's death the Lieutenant of the Towe'!' was ordered to have the head struck 
from his body" and so used by some skilful surgeon that it may be preserved till 
further direction be given." It was later set up over one of the gates of Northampton. l 

Francisodied deeply encumbered with his own and his fa~ily's debts, not by any 
means all due to recusancy fines.:.-t4e family had been in economic deCline for some years. 
By 16r4 the R'ushton estate had pas~ed from Lewis Tresham, F:r;;ancis's brother and heir, 
to William Cokayne, " the great merchant-financier," whose descendants held it until 

the 19th century. Lewis T~esham who was created a baronet left an only son, Sir 
William Tresham, on whose death without heirs in July, 1643, the line became extinct. 2 

The first Act (3 Jac.I,c.I) of the Parliament which the plotters had attempted to 
destroy provided for the annual observance of November 5th by resorting to church to 
" give thanks to Almighty God for this happy deliverance." In the following year a 
form of service which had been drafted by Sir Edward Montagu of Boughton, a near 
neighbour of the Treshams; was issued by royal authority and subsequently added to 
The Book of Common Prayer from which it was removed in r859.3 

Vavaspr's account does not add anything to our knowledge of the Plot. Its interest 
and significance lie in the fact that it was not extorted under pressure, threats, torture, or 
duress of any kiIid, but Was written by a Catholic for Catholic consumption, perhaps at 
the request of one or more of Tresham's relations or friends, perhaps for Vavasor's own 
personal satisfaction. Its existence would seem to dispose of the theory that the Gun
powder Plot was invented by the Earl of Salisbury as a trap for disaffected Catholics.4

. It 
was, in any case, what Vavasor wanted the family and their friends to know and 
understand about , poor, weak, erring Tresham's attitude to the whole disastrol,ls 
business, and of the heart-rending details of his last hours upon earth. 

JOAN WAKE. 

lMontagu Musters Book N.R.S. vol. VII, pp. xlii, xliii and D.N.B. 2For the information in this paragraph I am 
indebted to Miss M. Finch. 3 J. H. Blunt, The Anodated Book of Common Prayer, H.M.C. Report on Lord Montagu 
of Beau lieu's MSS., P.49. 4See Father John Gerard, What was Gunpowder PliJt ? and ~. R. Gardiner, What 
Gunpowder Plot was (1897). 
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RUSHTON BALL 

The home of FRANCIS TRESHAM, from a drawing by Wi1liam Winstanley, I74I. The 
stone screen uniting the ends of the two wings of the Hall was added after Treshsm's death. 
St. Peter's Church on the left was demolished in about 1790. For Rushton Hall as it is 

today, see inside the back cover of this Journal. 

TRESAME. MORS EIUS1 

Jesus. Maria. 

Not long after my coming to the Tower, being thither sent for by the Leiftenanf~ 
to attende my Master, I was desirous to knowe how the case stoode with him in this accion, 
such a harde reporte having beene generally given out of him, that he was the principall 
actor in this accion, and that he had reveiled [revealed] so much and so many. He told me 
that he was acquainted with it he cold not denye, for uppon the 14 of October 1605, at 
night, Catesbye3 and Winter4 cam to him, to my Lord Sturton's5 howse in Clerkenwell, 
and supped ';Vith him. After supper they called him aparte into his bedchamber, and sayd 
they wold tell him good newes concerning his religion which they knew he wold be glad to 
heare of, and desired him to keepe it secrett, which he promised them to doo. They had no 
sooner spoken these wordes, but entered presently into matters of treason, and sayd they 
intended to blowe up the Parliament howse with gunpowder. He finding himselfe thus on a 
suddayne plunged both in matters of state and treason, standing at a pawse with himselfe, 
asked Catesbye whether it was not damnable or no, whose answere was, that it was not; 
then he asked him further, whether he had conferred with any preist about it. Catesbyes 
answere was "Noe." " Why then, Robyn," sayd my Master, (for so he called him alwayes), 

IThe document is so endorsed, in a cursive hand of the 17th century. The punctuation and capitals in the docu
ment have been modernised, and abbreviations such as " Mr" for" Master" and !' yt " for" that" have been 
extended. 2This was Sir William Waad, clerk of the Privy Council and from 1605 to 1613 Lieutenant of the 
Tower. He was often employed in investigating Catholic plots. 3Robcrt Catesby, see above, p. 31. 4Thomas 
Winter, see above, p. 32. 5Edward Stourton, loth baron Stourton, who married Frances, sister of Francis Tresham: 
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" yow must give me leave to censure of it my selfe. I knowe," sayd. he, " that it is both 
damnable, and that thereby the Catholics wilbe utterly undone whether it be effected or 
noe, ffor if it be effected, what can the Catholics doo, what strengthe are they of, as of 
them selves, having noe forrayne power to backe them? For thoughe at the first it might 
drive those of the contrary religion into a mase and confusion, yet when they shold finde 
by whom it was done, theye wold in their furye runn upon the Catholics and kill them 
wher soeuer they mett them. And the reasons that made him to thinke so was these: ffirst, 
for that it had beene seene, how that in Scotland the Puritans there tooke the Kinge and 
kept him prisoner in the Castle of Striveling, [Stirling] · and made him yeelde to what 
Articles themselves wo Id sett downe. And how the Puritans ·of Englande had sought 
during Queene Elizabeth's life, to establishe there religion here in Englande. If they durst 
doo these thinges, having both a King of Scotlande and a Queene of Englande, and if this 
matter shold be .effected when ther was nether King nor nobilitye to bridle them, the 
Puritans of Scotlande, joyning with them of Englande, with the Hollanders at sea to backe 
them, what wold they not doo, to the utter subversion of the Catholics here? 

My Master, as he told me, having shewed Catesbye these reasons, whose answere was 
that when he had obiected all that he cold, there was one reason wold answere all, that 
was that the necessitye of the Catholics was such as it must needes be done, my Master, 
seing Catesbye so peremptorye upon it, and that by no reasons he cold be drawne from it, 
replyed that the necessitye of the Catholics was not such as yet, for thoughe they threatned 
great lawes to be made this Parliament, yet non as yet was made, and therfore desired that 
it might be put of till the ende of the Parliament, to see what lawes they wold make, (thinking 
there bye that if he cold get so much time of them as betweene that and the ende . of the 
Parliament, he wold so deale with them as he wo Id utterly breake the matter for going any 
further). Wherto Catesbye answered that they had carried it with so great hazarde and 
daunger all this whyle, as the longer defering thereof, cold not but be the cause of the bewraying 
of it, and also with so great charge, in that all the charges lay upon him, as hiring howses for 
their seuerall meetinges, buying powder and other great charges and provision, and his 
estate being so meane as he very well knew it was, that he cold not differ it any longer~ 
" But for his parte," (quothe Catesbye), "if yow will promise to give us 2,000 li yow shall 
have my good will, if yow can gett Persye's, l who was not yet come up out of the northe, 
but is coming, and hath sent us worde that he will meete us at Whitewebbs," (one of 
Catesbyes howses)2 upon such a daye, where if my Master wold come to them, he shold 
see w4at wold be done for the deferring of it. Wherupon, being about to parte, Catesbye 
sayd that he heard that he was breaking up his howseat Rushton, which he desired him not 
to doo, for it wold be the more creaditt to the cause the more howses they had, and further 
sayd that he hoped he wold be secrett. My Master's answere was, " yow know Robin that 
nothing but a bad cause can make me a cowarde," and so for that night they parted. 

After my Master had related this to mee, he told mee that it shold never be proved 
that ever he gave them the least councell or advice for the furthering of this accion, but that 
all his accions and intentes tended to the contrarye. And further he sayd tha;t his sowle 
and harte abhorred so fowle & [sic] accion, and that he was so innocente therein, that he 
did not acquainte his ghostlye father with it. Next, thoughe he had promised them 2,000 li, 
it was onely but for the deferring of it, and that he had nether mean.es nor intent for th,e 
performinge of it, ffor where[as] he had receiued some 1,000 li that tearme, he presently3 

payd it away in debtes, as I my selfe can be deposed where and to whom, and left him selfe . 
not aboue 5 li in all the worlde, and witha.11 that mony bought himselfe not so much as any 
armor, pistoll, or sworde, which as he sayd was a strange treason t.o be effected without 
ether mony or the 3 other seuerall thinges. , 

Presently after this conference with Catesbye, he went into the cuntry to Rushton, and 
contrarye to Catesbye's request he brooke up his howse at Rushton, and disc~arged his 

1 Thomas Percy, a d~stant cousin of, and at that time steward to, Henry, 9th Earl of Northumberland. 2Whitewebbs 
was in Enfield Chase, Middlesex. 3I.e., immediately. .~ 
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, servantes and hrought up his mother and sisters to London, for who but almost sencelesse 
and too too [sic] unnaturall a childe, as he sayd, knowing what shold happen, wo Id have 
brought them up into the very mouthe and fury of so bloodye an accion ? And that reason 
which is not the least, (as he told me) that where [as] Catesbye had opointed Winter to meete 
my Master at Barnett, and so to have him to Whitewebbs, to have Percye's resolucion for 
the deferring of it, he being in the cuntrye, and considering with himselfe that if he shold . 
go to Catesbye's howse according to oppointment, when they had him there they wold 
make him ether to condesc~nde to what they agreed upon, or else if he shold refuse, they 
might kill him or keepe him 'prisoner till they had effected what they intended. Which to 
prevent he sent a letter to Barnett to Winter by his footeboy, whom he there mett withall, 
the effect of which letter was, that his businesse was so important as by no means he cold 
keepe' that opointment, but wold meete them at Barnett or thereaboutes the next day, 
which he accordingly did. Att which meeting he went so farr with them, as he gott also 
Percye's goodwill for the deferring of it till the end of the Parliament, whi~h having effected, 
he thought then he had time inoughe to deale with them for the utler breaking of this accion. 
And did so labour in it afterwardes (as he now told mee), and I might then see, thoughe I 
knew not the cause, that something troubled him, in that he r;ested neither day nor almost 
night till he had brought it to that passe as he wold himselfe. 

For having gotten all their good wills, as he sayd, to be gone and to leave the accion 
(thoughe as it since hath proved they promised him one thing and intended another), and 
Catesby had so fitt an oportunitye of going oversea without any suspicion, for that he had a 
promise (as ,many men knewe) of a 1,000 launces of the Archeduke/-insomuche, as 
Catesbye told my Master, that Percye's mony was not yett come up out of the northe, and in 
the meane time thay had no mony to beare their charges oversea. To which my Master 
sayd that he wold give them 100 li for their charges oversea, and that he intended himselfe 
shortely to, come over into France, having gotten a licence to travayle, to see if he cold gett 
remedye of that his old discease of the strangurye, (whereof he dyed in the Tower). And then 
he wold give them such mayntenance as his ffortunes wo Id yeelde him, ffor which Catesbye 
thanked him and asked him when and where he shold send for the 100 li, who sayd : " to 
morrow at night at Lincolne's Inn Walkes," whether [whither] Catesbye sent Winter, who, 
taking the mony of my Master sayd: "Cozen, God rewarde yow for this, and for my owne 
parte, I meane never hearafter to thinke upon the worlde, but will go over, and gett into a 
ffryarye, and if I bee not worthy of a better place, I will seeke to be the sweeper of the 
howse," and that they had a shipp readve in such a creeke, and that he cam but newly from 
it, naming the place wh~re it lay, that had caryed and recaryed them twice or thrice 
safely into the Lowe Cuntryes. These were the last wordes, my Master pr:.otested to mee, 
that ever he spake with Catesbye or Winter after, but supposing they had beene gone~ 

But to prevent all daunger my Master further tolde mee, that his intent ended not here, 
but that he had determined to fframe a letter to Sir Thomas Lake,2 one of the Clerkes of 
the Councell, ,whom he had found his good freind in some causes, thoughe it shold not have 
beene knowen from whom it had come, & discovering suche mynes of powder as was there 
layd in the vaulte, shewing rather it to have beene some Puritan Plott. But in the meane 
time, it pleased God it shold be discovered from some other person to my Lord Mountegle,3 
which my Master (as he sayd), hearing of, repayred to my Lord, and found by him that it 
was openlye knowen both to the king and Councell, which, when .he perceyued, he knewe 
noe daungers cold come ~ether to the King or State, ~nd so his discoverye wold little then 
avayle. But if it had not. fortuned to be opened by this meanes, he did thinke that he had 
performed the parte of a good subiecte, first in seeking to breake so·odious a facte, and next 

1 Th~ ~chduke Al~ert, Archduke of ~ustria and Governor of the Low Countries, son of the Emperor 
Maxlmlban 11. 2S1r T~omas Lake, Latm Secretary to James I, and Keeper of the Records at Whitehall. He 
was not such a good fnend as Tresham supposed, for "within a day or two of his committal" Lake "had 
obta.ined from the King a pr.omise of one of his [Tresham's] manors" in the event of his conviction. Gardiner, 
op. czt., Vol. I, p. 267. 3Wtlbam Parker, Baron Monteagle and Morley, Tresham's brother-:in-Iaw. The reader 
will note that Tre~ham was careful to tell Vavasor that" some other person j, had revealed the plot to Monteagle. 
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in sending away such discontented persons as those were, on whom the State had carried 
alwayes such jealyous eyes upon. 

The reasons that mooued him (as he told me) to take this course was, for that he 
thought by this meanes, both to preserve the King and Commonwealthe [and] his kinsman 
Catesbye who was so neare and deare unto him. For that the Tressams and Catesbyes had 
above some 3 discents agoe, married 2 of the daughters of the Lord Souche, l and now there 
2 fathers, Sir Thomas Tressam and Sir William Catesbye, married-2: of the daughters of Sir 
Roberte Throgmorton,2 and they 2 had beene brought up from their childhoodes together, 
whom to have accused, when by this meanes he thought he might amende all, the world he 
thought wold for ever after have accompted of him but as of an accuser and betrayer of his 
freindes. And last of all, and that which was not the least, for that he wold have no scandall, 
by so fowle an accion, come to the Catholic cause. Thus or to like effecte (as he told me) was 
his confession under his hand and no more before the Lords of the CounGell. 

During my Master's imprisonment, the Leiftenant wold come often to him to undermyne 
him with fare speeches, to see ifhe cold gett any thing from him, saying that his offence was 
small, but when he see he cold gett nothing from him as he desired, then he sayd he was the 
greatest offender in the Tower. 

Whilest he was in health he was most parte of the day at his prayers, or meditating 
upon some parte of the resolucion, or reading the booke De Imitatiqne Christi. He did shew 
himselfe very resolute and willing to dye, comforting himselfe with the innocencye of his 
cause, nothing respecting the mapner of his death, but sayd, seing he inust needes dye, he 
had as leeve choose such a death the payne whereof cold not continewe halfe an hower, and 
for that he shold, he trusted, be in perfect memorye and have his sen.ces to know how to dye 
the better, then to dye after such a manner as he exemplified in his father Sir Thomas 
Tressam, who continued so long sicke as he did, and in such extremytye, tossing and tumbling 
from one side and from one bedd to another. Thoughe he made him selfe readye for deathe, 
yet wold he say many times he did not thinke they woldput him to death, but wold keepe 
him alive for his living, being 'intayled.3 Nether (as he sayd) if he did live in a Common 
wealth where iniquitye did not abounde, they cold in equitye and conscience put him to 
death, for he had done nothing in this accion that he was ashamed of, ether before God or 
the worlde. The greatest thing -that troubled him most was, for that it pleased God since he 
cam to his living, he had not so much time to settle any thing upon his wife, being so loving 
a~d kinde as she had beene to him, notwith~tanding he trusted his brother4 wold not be 
unmindfull both of his wife and his children; and gave me in charge that whatsoeuer shold 
become of him, yet when I cam out myselfe whether it was before or after his deathe, to tell 
Mr. N.5 that as Christ commen'ded his !llother to St. Jhon, and him to her, so did he 
comende his ~ife and his 2 poore daughters and himselfe to his good prayers, and that he 
wold as much as in him laye, and as he then and alwayes had, put his trust in him for the 
well providing ft)rthem~ and his earnest desyre was that one of them might be a nunn. 6 

After this his dissease coming very sharpely upon him and that he was constrayned to ' 
take phisicke and thereby to keepe his bedd, having taken much phisicke, but all did him no 
good but great harme, for that it did never worke with him, he did doubt and wold tell mee, 
that he 'Yas but badly dealt withall by the phisition~ which was one Doctor Quin7 of Oxforde, 
who was sworne phisition to the Tower, and one who had alwayes had, and then did posesse 
great freindshipp to my Master. And therfore desired that he might have Docter Fawster;8 

lLord Zouche of Harringworth, Northants. 2Sir Robert's daughter Muriel (or Meriel) married Sir Thomas 
Tresham; her sister Anne was the wife of Sir William Catesby. 3In spite of Frands's attainder, the government 
were unable to seize his entailed estates after his death. (Miss Finch, op. cit . .). 4Meaning, no doubt, his next 
brother, Lewis Tresham, who was heir to Rushton. Lewis was created a baronet in 161 I, and died in 1639. 
51 have not been able to identify Mr. N., who was obviously a priest. 6Father Anstruther tells me that his wish was 
fulfilled, his daughter Lucy (five years old at the time of her father's death), afterwards becoming a nun. 7This was 
Matthew Gwinne, M.D. (1558?-1627). He was a Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford, Fellow of the College 
of Physicians, arid first Professor of Physic at Gresham College, London. I am -indebted to Sir Charles Dodds 
for this identification. 8Richard Foster, M.D. (1546?-I616), President of the College of Physicians I 601-1604 and 
1615"16. .,.' ' 
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who had beene his owne phisicion, and knew well the state of his bodye, which at lengthe 
. throughe much a doo, was graunted. But when he cam, my Master's stomacke was so taken 

.away with phisicke, which did never worke with him, as he cold not take any thinge which 
wold stay with him, but wold presently cast it up againe. Being constrayned continually to 
keepe his bedd, and that he cold not say his prayres as he formerly had done, then he wold 
bid me and his meade [maid] which was there to looke to him, to say the Letanyes with him, 
praying for his intent, and so wee did3 or 4 times a day, till that himselfe grewe so weake, 
and then he wold say, "yow must say all your selfe, Will, for I ~m not able to say any more 
with yow now." 

"In the time of his sickness, he caused me to write a note, bycause he cold not write 
himselfe, being so weake, in the behalfe of Mr. Walley1 (whose safetye he respected and 
tend'rede as much as his owne, as by many wordes he uttered to me to that effect, of the 
vertue and worthynes of the man), the effect of which note was, that where[as] Tho: 
Winter in some of his confessions had accused the Lord Mountegle, my Master, Catesbye, 
and others, for sending into Spayne about the latter ende of the Queene's days, to procure 
the sayd King to invade this kingdome, and further, the sayd Winter confessed, that he had 
Mr. Walley's letter with him, for the more speedye furthering of this bussinesse, in the sayd 
note my Master tooke it upon his salvacion that he knew not whether the sayd Winter had 
any letter from Mr. Walley or noe, ffor he did not see Mr. Walley at that time, nor had 
not seene him in xv or sixteene yeare before. 

Some 2 days before his death, his wife was licensed to come unto him, to whomet he gave 
gave the noate which I had written, and willed her to deliver it to my Lord ofSalsburye, but 
espetially first to sende a coppye of it to Mr. Walleye The one was sent to my Lorde, but 
through her greife and sorrowe for her husbande [sic] death, and my selfe was kept prisoner 
in the Tower longe time after my Master's death, the sending of the other to Mr. Walley 
was neglected till he was taken, so as he had no notice of it, as my -Master's speciall desire was. 

During the time of his sicknes, which was for the space of a fortnight in wonderfull 
extremitye, for he cold not almost in that fortnight take a quarter of an hower's rest, he 
endured it so patiently as non cold do more, saying very often that God had layed this upon 
him for hisNsinns and desired God to give him patience to endure it to his ende. 

The day before he dyed being the 22th of December, the Leiftenant oft4e Tower cam 
unto him, and began in this manner (many phisicions and others being by, to the number of 
2oty): That my Master and he had beene of long acquaintance, and that the one had beene 
.beholding to the other, and therfore he was now come unto him, being given to understande 
by the phisicions that wer,t; present, that he was no man of this worlde, [" and therefore I 
desire now" deleted] to desire him as well for the good of his cuntrye, ffor whereas Sir . 
Everarde Digby,2 and others had gotten them selves great honor and done great good to 
their cuntrye, in that the Councell cold aske them nothing but they wold confesse it to them, 
and on the contrary side, himselfe, meaning my Master, had gotten himselfe great dishonor 
and done no good to his cuntrye, but had beene so scilent and drye, above all the rest, as also 
for the good of his soule, being going to render an accounte of all his accions, that if any 
thinge lay heavye upon his conscience in this fowle accion (wherein all the world knew he 
was so deep e) that if he wold not reveale to Nm, he 'should haue any of the Councell come 
to .him whom soeuer he w()uld nominate. My Master's answere was that what he had 
knowen or did knowe in this accion was under his hand before his Councell, and therfore 
desired him not to trouble him any further, for he was to go thinke of another worlde. The 
LeifteIlantes replye was, as he went away in a chafe, " Let it then light upon yow and your 
sowle, for I know not what to say to yow," [" and so departed away." deleted], but goiI).g out 
of the dore he mett with one of the phisicions (for they were all bidden to go out presently 
after he cam in), " yow my masters," q\loth he, "may give him a purgation, but I have 
given him a pill to chewe upon," and so went his way. . 

1" Walley" was a pseudonym of Henry Gamett, the Jesuit. 2Sir Everard Digby of Stoke Dry (Rutland) and 
Gayhtirst (Bucks.), was admitted into the conspiracy at the same time as Tresh.1lm 



THE DEATH OF FRANCIS TRESHAM 

Mter this, towardes evening, my Master, hearing by his phisicions that he cold not 
continew long, he called his wife, my selfe, and the mayde, and made us say the Letanye 
with him, as also the Prayer of our Blessed Ladye and St. Jhon, desiring them to pray for 
him at his departure out of this worlde, with many other prayers, and willed mee when I see 
him drawe to his ende, I shold put him in mynde to call upon the name of JHESUS, which I 
accordingly did towards 10 of the clocke in the night, who, lying as it were in a slomber, I 
tooke him be the arme and desired him to remember himselfe, who looked up on me very 
gastly, and desired me to lett him alone. But I notwithstanding called upon him still, he bid 
me then lett him alone, for he sayd he had an intent in it, and then asked me what a clocke 
it was. I told him it was a leaven-" Why 1:hen, come to me againe a twelve" (sayd he), 
which I accordingly did. When I cam he asked me what a clocke it was. I told him" 12." 

"Why then," sayd he," say the Letanyes with me," which done, he bidd me say 
" Confiteor" which I did; when I cam at " Mea culpa" he bid me stay, praying for his 
intent, wher he stayed almost halfe an hower ; then he bidd me say on, which having done 
he grew to be harte sicke, till which time he was never harte sicke all his sicknes. I, seeing 
him drawe towardes his ende, asked him whether he dyed a Catholic. " Yes," sayd he, " I 
wold have yow all to beare wittnesse that I dye a member of the Catholicke, Apostolicke, 
and Roman Churche, and firmely beleeue all the pointes thereof." This done, he grew into 
greater extremitye then before, notwithstanding still calling upon the name of JHESUS, and 
that he was ashamed of his great ingratitude towardes him, which wordes he used very often 
till the breathe went out of his bodye.DEo GRATIAS BEATI MORTUI QUI IN DOMINO MORIUNTUR. 

* * * * * 
THE COSGROVE WEATHER-COCK 

The cock is of copper and measures about 3 foot from beak to tip of tail. When taken 
down last summer to be re-gilded it was · found to be well peppered with dents 
caused by shot. Weather-vanes in the form of a cock have been used for many 
centuries, and the date of the Cosgrove cock is difficult to estimate-it may well 
be medieval. It is good to see it gleaming and glistening on high in ' the sun in 
renewed splendour on the top of the church tower. 
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" I humbly entreat the reader, that if he · shall in this that we have written find 
anything not delivered according to the truth, he will not impute the same to me, who, 
as the rule of history requires, have laboured sincerely to commit to writing such 
things as I could gather from common report, for the instruction of posterity." 
(From the Ecclesiastical History of the Venerable Bede, finished in A.D. 731). 

THE object of our Village Scrap Book Compet
ition, held in 1953, was, in the words of the 
circular, " to secure for ourselves and for post
erity, as vivid a picture as possible of every 
village in Northamptonshire as it is today and 
as it has been within living memory." The 
Competition, organised by an ad hoc committee 
of enthusiasts, was backed by the Northampton 
Mercury which offered £70 in prizes, by this 
Society, and by the Northamptonshire Rural 
Community Council. 

The response, in these days of rush and 
hurry, may be considered satisfactory. Out of a 
larger number of entries, forty-four competitors 
representing. forty villages came up to scratch, 
i.e. over ten per cent. of the · villages of the 
C~unty of Northampton and Soke of . Peter
borough combined . . The above definition aimed 
at excluding extracts from histories already in 
print, and· at collecting and rece>rding · a great 
deal of information existing only in people's 
minds and memories which would otherwise 
have certainly been lost. The competition was 

NATHANIEL PERKINS · open to organised groups such as Women's 
(Old Narth) I . . 

Shepherd to three generations of the Elkins family. nS!,lrutes or to Individuals, and a special prize 
He died 1874. was offered for schools. 

(Illustration in the Yelvertoft Scrap-book). 
The results were astonishing-hundreds 

of pages of writing .were sent in, wonderful old photographs, some village maps and 
drawings, and one or two original poems besides the words of folk-songs and singing
games and mummers' plays, and it took the two local. judges (Mrs. Alan Turner 
and Miss J. Wake) every available spare moment for three weeks to decid~ on the ten 
best books, and Dr. W. O. Hassall of the Bodleian Library, who most kindly came over 
from Oxford, a whole day and half a night's concentrated attention, much pacing 
up and down, scratching of head and searching of heart to decide on the order of the 
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prize-winning entries-a decision concurred in by his fellow judges. To ' all three, the 
study of these books was an exciting experience, but to the two local judges it was as 
though for that magical three weeks they were living under a spell. The tragic half
century through which we have passed faded away as they were ~afted back to those 
rural scenes of sixty years ago, when nearly all the houses were of stone and thatch or 
Collyweston slates, before the modern inrush of red brick and r.oughcast" when· motor
cars and even bicycles were almost unknown, when anything but quietly ordered 
progress in a peaceable world was unthinkable, when our Northamptonshire villages 
could compete for beauty with those of any other county in England. To one of 
them, it was indeed a moving experience to meet again in anecdote and photograph, 
almost as if they were alive, old friends among the local clergy, and the well-known and 
well-loved village characters, now long since passed to their rest, and all was as vivid 
and real as the dream visions of Peter Ibbetson. 

There are roughly three or four types of villages in our County: the village with a 
Hall or Manor House and a resident Squire; the" open village" with many small 
free-holders; the forest village; the partly industrialised village; but each village within 
these groups is different from every other and its character, slow to change, is well known 
to its neighbours. To Dingley, for example, " Stoke Albany and Wilbarston were known 
as Sodom and Gomorrah! Dingley, bf course, was very respectable. It did not pay to be 
otherwise living under a Squire who owned the whole village and with a resident 
parson to keep an eye on things." (This quotation is from the Stoke Albany, not the 
Dingley, book). A few more extracts will give some idea of the variety of entertainment 
and information collected by the competitors. 

From Bozeat, on the Bedfordshire border, in an account of the lace-making 
industry, we are told that the many coloured glass beads threaded on to weight the 
bobbins, " were made at Spangle Row," -(what a lovely name !). From Roade we 
learn that in the last few years five families have emigrated to Canada, Australia and 
Sou~h Africa, but two have since returned. Nine families evacuated from London in the 
blitz have settled in the village, as, since 1945, have French, Americans, Irish, Italians, 
Welsh, Czechs, Scotch, and Germa,ns. There are 'only eight genuine old Roade families 
now in this large village. The 1939-45 war, with its subsequent period of 
"reconstruction," mechanised farming, and motor transport to carry away the 
population every day to the nearest factory, seems indeed, to have brought more rapid , 
changes to the villages than any other upheaval for many centuries. But it is good to 
think that at Ashton " there is a feeling of strength from the thick old stone walls of 
Northamptonshire, charm in the trim thatches, peace in the wide surrounding fields and 
beauty in the trees."l 

Brafield-on-the-Green records a ghost, " Old Callis, supposed to abide in the pond. 
He had wings of pea-straw and came out of the pond and rode round on a white 
horse." At Blisworth " there was a ' delightful group of ten cottages at the junction of 
Chapel Lane. The demolition of these cottages, especially the fine Tudor house, was an 
unforgiveable act of the Ministry of Health."2 
1 From this village comes an even more detailed analysis of family migrations, and it is good to know that this 
scrap-book (edited by Mrs. James Fisher) is shortly to be published. 2And so it was-and the crass stupidity of 
refusing to employ architects to say if the houses could have been brought up to the required standards all over the 
County, which in nine cases out often could easily have been done. 
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From Woodford Halse comes the news that the water-mill at West Farndon is 
still in use, and also a hitherto unrecorded" Tut hill," the name of a field, in Woodford 
parish. (There are" Toot hills" (Tootle, Totehill) at Barnwell, Braybrooke, Raunds, 
and Paulerspury. The name means" look-out hill" and Tothill, Westminster, has the 
same meaning.) 

At Potterspury the village carrier had a donkey. When the donkey died the carrier 
said: "That was the first time he had served me that trick." It was in Stoke Albany 

, that the Rector, deciding one Sunday that his sermon had not been long enough, 
" turned , the hour glass upside down again and repeated his sermon," and here also 
that about seventy years ago an old lady put up her umbrella during a church service to 
protect her new Sunday bonnet from the rain whic~ was pouring through the roof. 
But one could go on for ever ! ' 

In some of the scrap-books there are mistakes and mis-statements, but on the whole 
a useful and important as well as an entertaining work has been accomplished and the 
scrap-books have already been consulted by the general editor of the Victoria County 
History. The first prize went to Blisworth (Mr. George Freeston); the second to Ashton 
(Women's Institute); the third to Alderton (Mrs. Fountaine); the prize for schools to 
Bozeat and Floore; and special prizes to Braunston, Kislingbury, Stoke Albany, and 
Woodford Halse. Lady Spencer in her very charming manner gave away the prizes at a 

, singularly happy meeting at Northampton in December, when Dr. Hassall delighted 
his audience with the fervour, critical insight, and enthusiasm of his address. He booked 
the Northamptonshire historians then and there to meet their opposite numbers in 
Oxfordshire at Oxford on May 15th, 1954. This was duly accomplished and we 
returned to our own County feeling very proud of the fact that with the support of the 
Oxford Mail!_ Oxfordshire is going to follow our example. 

Our own competing villages were Alderton, Apethorpe, Ashton, Aynhoe, Badby, 
Barnwell, Blisworth, Boughton, Bozeat, Brafield-on-the-Green, Church and Chapel 
Brampton, Braunston, Collingtree, Creaton, Dodford, Doddington, Duddington, 
Floore, Gay ton, Grafton Regis, Guilsborough, Harrington, Kislingbury, Little 
Houghton, Long Buckliy, Overstone, Pattishall, Pitsford, Potterspury, Roade, 
Spratton, Stoke Albany, Sywell, Teeton, Thrapston, Whiston, W60dford Halse, 
Yardley Gobion, Yardley Hastings, Yelvertoft. 

Past experience has shewn that such records as these scrap-books almost invariably 
get lost in the course of years, and it is not for any selfish, grab-all reason but to secure 
their perpetual preservation for future generations that the Northamptonshire Record 
Society offers a permanent home for these books with its manuscript collections at 
Lamport Hall or wherever, nearer to Northampton, its future headquarters may be. It 
is strongly recommended that the books (as has already been done with one or two) 
should be deposited there (not given), to be taken out whenever wanted for 
inspection or exhibition in their villages of origin. 

A Village History Committee has now been set up to continue the work with its 
headquarters in the office of the Rural Community Council, 53 Abington Street, 
Northampton. The, chairman is Mrs. John Tynan, to whose initiative, energy, and 
persistence the success of the scheme has been so largely due. 
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WILLIAM PARAGREEN 
(1821-1901 ) 

Gamekeeper successively to Captain FitzRoy of Grafton Regis and his son, General FitzRoy. 
Reproduced by kind permission of Mr. George Freeston from the Blisworth Prize-winning 

Scrap-Book (see P.44). 
Mr. Paragreen lived latterly at Buttermilk Hall, Blisworth. He is wearing a brown hat,a 
brown velvet coat with ivory buttons, cream-coloured breeches, and black leggi:p.gs and boots. 
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A HOUSE AT BENEFIELD 

Roofed with Northamptonshire Slates 

- NAMES OF SIZES OF COLLYWESTON SLATES 

GIVEN TO SIR DAVID SCOTT BY MR. KNAPP, OF COLLYWESTON, IN 1950 

OUTRILLS LARGE LONGUNS FOURTEENS 

EVEN MOPES EVEN SHORTBACKS SIXTEENS 

LARGE MOPES LARGE SHORTBACKS EIGHTEENS 

EVEN MUMFUTS EVEN MIDDLE BACKS IMBOS 

LARGE MUMFUTS LARGE MIDDLE BACKS OUTBOS 

EVEN JOBS EVEN LONG BACKS SHORTENS 

LARGE JOBS LARGE LONd BACKS MIDDLETENS 

EVEN SHORTUNS BACHELORS LONG TENS 

LARGE SHORTUNS WHIPPETS 

EVEN LONGUNS TWELVES 

These slates, now principally quarried and worked at Collyweston in North 
Northamptonshire, add greatly to the beauty of the stone-built villages in that area. 
Collyweston slates have recently been used for the new roof of the Guild Hall, London, 
which replaces the one destroyed in the blitz. 
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING BOOKS 

NOTICES AND REVIEWS 

RECORD SOCIETY VOLUMES 

The,Correspondence of Bishop Brian Duppa and Sir Justinian Isham (1650-1660), edited from the 
original MSS. at Lamport,with Memoirs of the Correspondents and an Historical Com
mentar.y by Sir Gyles Isham, Bart., together with a Preface by Sir George Clark, LL.D., 

Provost of Oriel College, Oxford. (Northamptonshire Record Society Publications, Vol. XVII). 

The correspondence here printed consists of some one hundred and forty letters, written 
by Brian Duppa, Bishop of Salisbury (1589-1662), to his friend, Sir Justinian Isham, 2nd 
Baronet of Lamport (1611-1675), over a period often years (1650-1660), together with many 
of Sir Justinian's replies. 

During this time, the Bishop, deprived of his See by the Long Parliament, was living in 
poverty and retirement at Richmo~d. As a close follower of Laud, trusted spiritual adviser of 
Charles I, and tutor to the Prince of Wales, he was the subject of much suspicion to the various 
Republican Governments, and his house was, on occasion, searched' by the Commonwealth's 
soldiers. 

For obvious reasons, in his correspondence with Sir Justinian Isham, equally Royalist and 
Anglican in his sympathies, political matters, except on rare and significant occasions, were 
avoided. In compensation, the correspondents fell back on their classical learning and love of 
literature. Their letters are full of quotations from Greek and Latin authors and of references to 
b00ks both old and new, including Thomas Hobbes' Leviathan; Izaak Walton's Compleat 
Angler, Pascal's Provincial Letters, Jeremy Taylor's Unum Necessarium, and Harrington's Oceana 
which all came out during these years. The book is therefore of importan.ce as shewing the 
intellectual interests and attainments of two representative men of the time. 

The letters, which end in the more hopeful atmosphere engendered by the Restoration of 
King Charles 11 (Duppa's old pupil), give a good picture of the sentiments of the Royalists and 
Anglicans in a period during which their cause was in eclipse. Duppa, in fact , as Sir George 
Clark points ·out in his Preface to this book, was the most active among the little band of 
surviving prelates who finally secured the re-establishment of the Church of England. 

Sir Justinian, who is already familiar to readers of The Letters of Dorothy- Osborne for whose 
hand he was an unsuccessful suitor, appears in these letters as a cultured gentleman and a 
loyal and generous friend-if, like others of his age he was severe with the local Quakers. His 
presents to the Bishop of" hare-pyes " from Lamport, his matrimonial projects on his own and 
his daughters' behalf, and his ignominious fall from his horse at the Proclamation of King 
Charles 11 on the market-square at Northampton, all provide local colour to this interesting 
and important volume. 

It will be issued free to an who were members of the Society.in 1950 and 1951, and will 
also be on sale to the general public. (See p. iii). . 

", 
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The Book of William Morton~ Almoner f!f Peterborough Monastery, I448-1467; transcribed 
and annotated by the late W. T. Mellows, edited by P. I. King, with an Introduction by 
C. N. L. Brooke and two illustrations. (Northamptonshire Record Society publications, 
V 61. XVI, and Volume I in the Anthony Mellows Memorial Series). 

We are glad to announce that" The Book of William Morton," financed by a special 
fund provided by the late Mr. W. T. Mellows, was published on November loth, 1954 as 
the first of the series of" Anthony Mellows Memorial Volumes." The completion of this book 
at Mr. Mellows's wish by members and friends of the Record Society has been a labour oflove 
which they have b~en only too glad to undertake. 

William Morton was almoner of Peterborough Monastery from 1448 to about 1462, and 
the manusGript now printed was his" private account and memorandum book,"-" one of the 
very few private account books to have survived from the Middle Ages." Curiously enough, 
almsgiving formed perhaps the least important part of his, or of other monastic almoners' 
duties in this century-his functions were rather those of a medieval land-agent, concerned 
with legal, economic and financial duties, the collection of rents for land and houses, the upkeep 
of farm buildings, the storage, threshing and winnowing of tithe corn, the management of the 
woods and disposal of timber, etc., etc. All these and other matters and the obedientary 
system of which Morton's office was a part, are discussed at length by Mr. Christopher 
Brooke, Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, ,Cambridge, in an illuminating Introduction 
to which Professor M. Postan contributes a note on economic matters. Mr. Brooke is also 
able to give us from other contemporary texts a vivid account of troubles inside the monastery 
in the time of Morton, and of the journey of two young monks who had been completing their 

, studies at Oxford. They returned to Peterborough via Canterbury" and then spent a week-end 
in London on their way north," and opened and (" with good reason" as Mr. Brooke remarks) 
destroyed their" confidential report" from their superior at Oxford on their way home. 

This book has much of value for economic and ecclesiastical historians, and for students of 
archaic English, and will interest all who are curious about life in the later Middle Ages in a 
fenland monastery. The volume will be issued free to members belonging to the Society in 1952 
and 1953 and ~ill be on sale to the general public. See List of Publications on page iii. 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS OF LOCAL INTEREST 

·Royal Archaeological Institute: Report of the Summer Meeting at .l'{orthampton, 1953.-34 pp. 
4to, with 8 plans and 13 other i1lustrations. Price 5s. (plus 4d. postage) from the Hon. Secretary, 
Northants. Record Society, Lamport Hall, Northampton. 

This Report, which will be published shortly as a reprint from the Journal -of the Institute, 
contains descriptive accounts by such eminent authorities as Miss Joan Evans, Mr. W. H. 
Godfrey, Mr. C. A. R. Radford, Mr. E. C. Rouse, Mr. G. F. Webb and Miss Margaret 
Whinney of all the many buildings and sites visited. These include St. Peter's, All Saints, and 
St. Sepulchre's Churches, and the Sessions House in Northampton; Althorp; Brockhall; 
Cottesbrooke Hall; Higham Ferrers College, Bede House, and Church; Brixworth and Earls 
Barton Churches; Castle Ashby; Boughton House; Lamport Hall; Kirby Hall; Deene Park; 
Courteenhall; Easton Neston; Lyveden New Build; Geddington Cross; Rothwell Market 
House and Jesus Hospital; and the Churches at Great Brington, Cottesbrooke, Rushden, 
Warkton, Rothwell, Easton Neston, Deene, and Lowick. . 

This publication is a most valuable contribution in' the light of the most recent research to 
the knowledge of the outstanding architectural treasures of the County. 

A New Theory of the Origins and Early Growth of Northampton, by Alderman Frank Lee, M.A., 

B.SC., 11 pp., 4to., with four plans, reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Archaeological Institute. 
Price IS. 8d., including postage, from the Hon. Secretary, Northamptonshire Record Society, 
Lamport Hall, Northampton. 
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In this paper Mr. Lee 'presents a new and interesting theory of the reason for the choice of 
the original site near the West Bridge and of the subsequent eastward and northward 
development of the borough. 

A Catalogue of Pictures at Burghley House, by the M(:l,rchioness o( Exeter, (1954). Primarily 
intended for connoisseurs, museums and libraries, a strictly limited number of these catalogues 
are available (price £4 15. od.) ' from the Marchioness of Exeter, Burghley House, Stamford. 
They are photographically reproduced from the manuscript original. The Catalogue 
contains a description of each picture, the name of the artist where known, and in many cases 
additional notes on provenance, etc. 718 pictures. and miniatures are catalogued. 

The Register of Oliver Sutton, Bishop of Lincoln, I28o-I299, to be published shortly by the 
Lincoln Record Society. This volume is the first of three containing the, Bishop's Memoranda 
relating to the whole diocese, inclu~ing Northampto~shire: Such entries occur as the' granting 
of an absolution from exommtinication after an assault on the parish priest of Brampton, a 
lawsuit relating to Blatherwick, a commission to the Prior of Daventry to receive the 
profession of monks, etc., etc. The volume is offered to members of the Northants. Record 
Society at the special price of 25s. (The price to non-members will be 3os.). Applications to 
the Hon. Secretary, Lamport Hall, Northampton. 

The County Books: Northamptonshire. By Tonylreson (Robert Hale~ 18s . .). NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
is the latest addition to the County Bo<;>ks, and, excepting only Rutland, the English series is 
now complete. Though varying in style and treatment, they all have the same aim and 
purpose: not only to 'interest those who live in the county but to describe what in it is most 
likely to attract visitors. This is <:lone not by a conventional" guide" which catalogues all its 
parts but by a selec!ive review of the whole, presenting its main features and qualities. 

The chief difficulty of deali~g with Northamptonshire in this way arises out of its shape. 
It is not all homogeneous. Those who live in the south feel more akin to Buckingham or 
Banbury, Oxford or Warwick than ,to Peterborough. Few people within a fifteen miles radius 
of Northampton tpwn could pass a simple examination about ~hat strange land, the Soke. Mr. 
Ireson is a journalist whose practice in the county centre gives him a position of vantage for 
nearly all that matters most, though even there it is not easy to have more than a bowing 
acquaintance with many villages in the extreme south. Who does know intimately the whole of 
Northamptonshire, stretched out as it is over the eighty miles between the Cherwell at Banbury 
and the Welland beyond Stamford ? ' 

But Mr. Ireson gives us the fullest and most up-to-date account of it that has yet been 
written. He begins, as is proper, with its early history; goes back, indeed to the prehistoric. 
These chapters are done in an easy style with a free play of imagination that most readers will 
relish. I know of no evidence for his belief that Queen Boadicea was buried in Whittlebury . 
Forest; but there is some archaeological authority for the claim that St. Patrick was a 
Northamptonshire man born at or near Norton: Here and there, where Mr. Ireson finds 
credulity agreeable he warns readers that he is giving them legend, not established fact. 
Some o(them, I am afraid, will remember the legend and forget the warning. 

The period in which local medieval history is best known is, of COUI,"se, the two or three 
centuries after the Conquest when the supremacy of Kings and·: of .their-Iaws· was being 
gradually enforced throughout England. Northampton was then both a powerful fortress and a 
vitally important administratiye centre. Parliaments and Councils met there; Kings were often 
at the Castle or hunting in adjacent forests. The French wars shifted interest to thesouth, .and 
after the fourteenth century the town's central P9sition ceased to be of much special value to 
the State. 

The drama so vividly depicted here passed to other stages, and the town's life became 
tamer and its records.on the national level more scant. Readers should need 1'10 reminder that 
Mr. Ireson is not writing a history and that his primary ~oncern is with the county as a whole. 
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Some of its villages ' were the scene of famous events-Fotheringay, for example and, in our 
own Stuart period, Ashby St. Ledgers, Naseby, and Holdenby, where Charles I was interned 
in his own palace. Stuart associations with the county were mostly tragic. Here, as always, Mr. 
Ireson's sympathies are with the victims; he is for the under-dog. 

I turn from history to topography. He quotes a phrase which describes Northamptonshire 
as a county of" spires, squires and spinsters." Why the ladies should be dragged in is rather 
puzzling. What I think is the true version of this saying has been in my memory for nearly 
seventy years. The late Canon Bury, who had a caustic pen and may have been its originator, 
used it thus in a monthly magazine; " the county of squires and spires and mires." Thanks to 
the better . behaviour of the Nene and its tributaries there are now fewer mires. The spires 
have happily survived; indeed there are more of them than when Canon Bury wrote his 
article. But the squires are fast declining. 

Up to now, though, Northamptonshire .has been singularly fortunate with its great 
landowners. Th~ Cecils at Burghley House, the Spencers at Althorp, the Comptons at Castle 
Ashby, the Brudenells at Deene, the Montagus (now Montagu-Douglas-Scotts) at Boughton
these and others have owned the same houses for hundreds of years. Mr. Ire:;on writes of them 
admiringly, and, indeed; the whole county is proud of them. Dray ton, the lovely home of the 
Sackvilles, has the longest record of all-six centuries or so in which ownership has passed by 
normal descent with never a sale. One notable omission there is: Canons Ashby, the charming 
home of the Drydens since Tudor times. John Dryden also should come into the story, for he 
was a Northamptonshire man, born at Aldwincle All Saints and the greatest writer the 
county has prod~ced. 

. In the Nene valley, in Rockingham Forest or wherever he may be, ~1r. Ireson has a keen 
eye for things and people of special interest, and he tells many apt and diverting stories. The 
annals and gossip of great houses are noted, and the splendour of some of our famous parish 
churches-these, I suppose, likely to last the longest of the county's architectural possessions. 
No Chancellor of the Exchequer will ever make a direct raid on them; and, if the rich are 
taxed out of existence, the generality of people who love our old churches will, one hopes, 
shoulder the ~pancial burden of maintenance. There are fine full-page photographs of many of 
them, including Brixworth, though I find nothing in the text about this, the oldest and, in 
some respects, the most interesting of them all. The pictures, whether of churches, houses great 
and small or the placid s~enery so characteristic of the county, are most excellent: I give warm 
praise both to photographers and printers. 

Mr. Ireson's accounts oflater industrial developments, both in Northampton and in what 
he calls the Central Industrial Belt are excellent; the Kettering section is par.ticularly good. 
The concluding chapters .on iron and steel and the new town of Corby are packed with 
interesting and timely facts and suggestions. He discusses" the town of the future." I was last 
in Corby at the Pole Fair in 1922. It was then an unspoiled village; I left it with no inkling of 
its fate. My own feeling is that one iron and steel town is enough to be going on with; but if 
there be another let it be made quite certain at the very beginning that those who get the iron 
shall make good for the farmer every square yard they e~cavate. 

I commend this book and offer my congratulations to its author from one jour,nalist to 
another. W. w. HADLEY. 

The Domesday Geography of Midland England, edited by H. C. Darby and I. B. Terrett. 
This book covers the shires of Northampton, Rutland, Stafford, Leicester, Warwick, Worcester, 
Salop, Hereford and Gloucester. Maps, diagrams, and statistics are given with relation to 
county boundaries, the hundreds, settlements, ploughlands, woodland, meadow, wastes, mills 
and fisheries. It is by a lucky coincidence that this work appears at the same time as Mr. 
Beresford's book reviewed be1ow, for it covers part of the same ground geographically and the 
two studies are complementary. l.w. 
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A. Tindall Hart and Edward Carpenter. The Nineteenth Century Parson. (1954). 
The parish clergy of the nineteenth century and their wives undoubtedly exercised an 

enormous influence in the life of the country at large and the subject is therefore of importance 
to historians. This book consists of an historical introduction (18 pp.); two chapters on the 
parson in his church and in his parish; a chapter of good stories; and in the second half 6f the 
book, extracts from the note-books and diaries of six clergymen; of which only two start in the 
fir~t half of the century. The second of these diaries, "Tne-- Buok of-Bulwick," is by a 
Northamptonshire parson, the Rev. J. H. Holdich, who was curate-in-charge of Deene from 
1848 to 1861, and thereafter rector of Bulwick until his death in 1892. 

The full but on the whole dull and placid lives of these clergymen make pleasant reading. 
Their diaries contain interesting echoes of the great period of church restoration and of the 
resistance, both lay and clerical, to the high church innovations resulting from the Oxford 
movement. They are, howeve~, all ,very much of the same type and do not reflect the undoubted 
variety in character among those of the cloth so well depicted in the novels of Anthony 
Trollope. 

The historical survey is necessarily brief but on the whole, as to the earlier period, gives a 
good general idea of the parish priest through the centuries, but as to the later period we have 
our doubts. The authors point to a great improvement in the clergy after the middle of the 
19th century, which they attribute both to the evangelical and high church revivals. But were 
the sheep quite so black as they are here painted before 1850? or all of them quite so white 
after that 'date? Is there really sufficient evidence for saying that before 1840 in many cases, the 
interior of the churches was" disgusting "? (p. 10), or that until" as late as the thirties ... 
the ministry in the countryside was, generally speaking, little less tharfa scandal" ? (p. 2). 

The authors seem to be much impressed by the fact that the clergy as a class increased in 
gentility after the Reformation. " The seeds sown at the Reformation had indeed flowered and 
fruited abundantly, and were shortly to attain to their greatest glory in the emergence of the 
19th century Squarson ... The country priest [of the Middle Ages] ... had noW blossomed 
forth into a scholar and a gentleman." (p. xxix) " Most Anglican clergymen were ... country 
gentlemen, many of them younger sons of aristocratic families who had been installed into the 
family living," (p. 5). " The reformed. parson of the Victorian age did not, of course, cease to 
be a country gentleman ... yet despite all this ... " (p. 24). 

Since the publication of the Rev. H. I. Longden's Northants. and Rutlarid Clergy, 1500-1900 

stat~ments about family livings can be checked. A survey of 100 clergy holding benefices 
or pe!"petual curacies in these two counties in the 19th century (taken seriatim from Rundell to 
Stopford) produces the following results: only six held family livings; one was a squarson; four 
(including the squarson) were patrons of their own livings; about 15 came from the squirearchy 
and ,aristocracy. The majority of the clergy sprang, as they had done for centuries, from the 
professional and middle classes. 

Whatever the truth may be about the early 19th century, the evidence from the diaries 
in this book, from other diaries known to this reviewer, and from the recollections of many who are 
still alive, points to an abundance of active and conscientious country clergymen in the second half 
of the century, kindly and sociable, good sound Church of England men" keeping the mean 
between the two extremes," who went simply and quietly about their duties, visited their flocks 
in health as well as in sickness, and knew how to talk to them, and who, attracted far larger 
congregations than are to be seen in the churches today. Good preachers, some of them, and 
good cricketers too. Few of them hunted, though some were good shots, but the majority, with 
small incomes and large families to ,educate, could not -afford s:~~h amusements. Like other 
met:} they had their faults, and, as a class, their worst was dieir uncharit.able attitude to 
Dissenters, which had its dire result in the seculadsation of the national education. As for their 
social status, there are less desirable products of civilisation than a gentleman-even a country 
one. These men kept their vows taken in the presence of God and the congregation and read in 
their churches The Book of Common Prayer as by law established-and nobedy was a penny 
the worse for that. ", J.W. 
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Mciurice Beresford. The Lost Villages of England (1954). 
This interesting and important book is about a new kind of archaeological research-the 

discovery andexploration of deserted village sites. Mr. Beresford uses both record and literary 
evidence in his discussion of the occasions of and motives for " destruction "-he sometimes 
says" desertion." The book is illustrated with reproductions of early estate maps and air photo
graphs. 

It is suggested that" in general the destruction of villages was coming to a standstill in the 
Midlands by the 1520'S," (page 141). The period of intense depopulation in this area, (which 
included . Northamptonshire) was between 1450 and 1520. A list of 41 "lost villages" in 
Northamptonshire is given, mostly in the west and south, but some of these still exist as small 
centres .~f population (complete with chUl:ches), or as hamlets--e.g., Brockhall, Canons 
Ashby, Puxley, Catesby. Others, e.g., Furtho and Faxton, have decayed since the 17th 
century. The principal reason for the dismissal of labourers and pulling down of villages was 
the development of sheep farming and the consequent turning down of arable land to pasture; 
another motive, as at Kirby, Boughton, and Easton Neston was the desire to build a great 
mansion surrounded by a park. 

Professor Hoskins has already opened our eyes to the value of" field work" (that .is, the 
study of the physical evidences of human activity in past ages still existing all around us) ,
as regards Northamptonshire in his book Midland England, and more recently, in his books on 
Leicestershire and Devonshire, Mr. Beresford emphasises the value of field work used in 
conjunction with the extensive study of contemporary records. The light which these two 
sources of evidence throw upon each other seems to bring to life these rural events of five or 
,six centuries ago in a very remarkable way. ' 

Now for a few complaints. It seems a pity that a better word than" champine " could not 
have been found for" open-field" (why not" open field" and have done with it?), and that 
foreign words like" locale" should be used instead of the English" district," or "locality," 
" area." And why? oh why not give us the notes where they are wanted, at the foot of each page? 

Two of the most striking illustrations are a map of the parish of Weston-by-Weedon 
(Northamptonshire) in 1593, and an air map (undated) of the same area, in which the ancient 
strips of the open-field holdings are still represented by the ridge and furrow. Alas! since 1945 
most of our ridge and furrow has been ploughed away. . 

. Local readers will be interested to know that the lost village of Wythmail (pronounced 

. Wilmer) in Orlingbury parish is at this very moment being excavated under the superintendence 
of MissJill Duckett. This village'fell into decay in the late 15th century. 
. Mr. Beresford's study provokes interesting speculations. The deserted villages and hamlets 
of the future will, one supposes, be those places which have been deprived of their schools and 
which the authorities have refused to provide with water and electricity. . . 

As regards the past, the implications of this book as to the power of lords of manors, and 
the apparent helplessness of village communities in the face of the economic developments on 
which was based the future wealth and power of England,. are of great interest and importance. 
But this is admittedly pioneer work and Mr. Beresford has only made a detailed study of 
Warwickshire and Yorkshire. He offers to give his notes to those undertaking the task in other 
counties. With his notes he will hand on a truly fascinating problem which should keep both 
archaeologists and historians out of mischief for many years to come. . J.W. 

NOTE. Professor W. G. Hoskins, reviewing Northants and Rutland Clergy~ I500-I900 iri The Journal 
of Ecclesiastical History (Octo~er, 1954), calls it" a massive and scholarly contribution to the 
ecclesiastical history of the diocese ofPeterborough.'~ He says" the value of the [biographical] 
dictionary extends far beyond the diocese .... we not · only get much personal information 
about the clergy, but also a good deal of useful material about their churches and their 
contents .... A monumental work, the value of which is evident to the ecclesiastical, the local, 
and the social historian." For particulars of this book see foot of page iii. 
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